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Abstract
Neural network studies have previously focused on monolithic structures. The 
brain has a bicameral nature, however, and so it is natural to expect that bicameral 
structures will perform better. This dissertation offers an approach to the development 
of such bicameral structures. The companion neural structure takes advantage of the 
global and subset characteristics of the stored memories. Specifically we propose the 
use of an asynchronous controller C that implies the following update of a probe vec-
t __
tor x by the connection matrix T: x = sgn [ C(x, TX)] . For a VLSI-implemented 
neural network the controller block can be easily placed in the feedback loop.
In a network running asynchronously, the updating of the probe generally offers 
a choice among several components. If the right components are not updated the net­
work may converge to an incorrect stable point. The proposed asynchronous con­
troller together with the basic neural net forms a bicameral network that can be pro­
grammed in various ways to exploit global and local characteristics of stored memory. 
Several methods to do this are proposed. In one of the methods the update choices are 
based on bit frequencies. In another method handles are appended to the memories to 
improve retrieval. The new methods have been analyzed and their performance stu­
dies it is shown that there is a marked improvement in performance. This is illustrated 
by means of simulations.
The use of an asynchronous controller allows the implementation of conditional 
rules that occur frequently in AI applications. It is shown that a neural network that 
uses conditional rules can solve problems in natural language understanding.
v
The introduction of the asynchronous controller may be viewed as a first step in 
the development of truly bicameral structures that may be seen as the next generation 
of neural computers.
vi
Chapter One 
Introduction
The existence o f forgetting has never been proved: we only know that some 
things do not come to our mind when we want them.
Freidrich Nietzsche (1844-1900)
Neural networks have been one of the most exciting areas of research in com­
puter science in the 1980’s. They have been investigated for applications to optimiza­
tion [Hopf85, Hopf861 pattem-recognition [Hopf82, Koho84], semantic information 
processing [McCI81, Rume82], and vision (Marr82, Fuku82, Farh85]. Nevertheless, 
neural network models do suffer from several limitations. For example, an associative 
memory may retrieve spurious states. As optimization networks, they do not yield 
results that are close to the global optimum. Recent neural network models of associ­
ative memory have focused on capacity questions fAbu-85, McE187, Rume861 . This 
is due to the fact that, for a given number of memories, the number of spurious states 
decreases as the size of the neural net is increased. In the area of optimization, several 
studies [Ande88] have looked at techniques of adaptive optimization; however, this 
particular area of research is still in its infancy. Many fundamental questions are 
unresolved.
This work looks primarily at the associative memory application of neural net­
works. Motivated by the problem of improving the performance of neural networks 
and minimizing spurious behavior, the work proposes a neural net model that incor­
porates decision making as one of its characteristics.
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Another motivation for the proposed model is the biological reality of the bicam­
eral brain, where there is interaction between two distinct networks that exercise 
mutual control. Since these distinct networks process information at different levels 
of abstraction, they cannot be replaced by a single, larger network.
The introduction of external information is made possible by the addition of a 
controller into the neural nets. Linking the controller to external computational com­
ponents allows decisions to be made from information that would otherwise be una­
vailable. However, it does effect the structure and design of the neural net at the phy­
sical level. In addition, it effects the way the neural net acts to learn and retrieve 
information.
While the recent neural net developments in computer science are interesting, 
they have dealt with relatively simple models. On the other hand, biological neural 
systems have evolved for millions of years. The fact that animals and humans per­
form many tasks much better than artificial neural machines should, therefore, not be 
a surprise. To illustrate certain aspects of the functioning of biological neural net­
works, consider the case when the smell of oatmeal reminds a person of a particular 
cold winter morning long ago and mother is cooking breakfast long ago. This is a 
recall using partial information, that is, the smell is significant enough to recall a par­
ticular instance or situation from the stored recollections.
Animal neural systems can make mistakes. In deja vu, one recalls a previous 
experience. This experience may or may not have indeed occurred. At other times, 
we find ourselves with answers that originally seemed correct but later turned out to 
be wrong.
3Animal neural systems have greatly extended our concept of a computation. 
These changes include new concepts for information storage and retrieval. In the 
traditional von Neumann machine, information is stored in a single, isolated location. 
One method of recall is to refer to that specific location. To determine if the data is in 
the system, each memory location is examined until either a match is found or all 
locations are disqualified. This is accomplished by a variety of techniques, some of 
which may speed up the process significantly. Unfortunately, there is a logical limit 
to the extent such techniques can speed up a search.
Since humans perform the tasks of recall very efficiently, the brain must use 
another procedure. It is generally accepted that biological memory is associative 
memory. An associative memory is one that is distributed over the entire structure. In 
such a memory, partial information serves to index memory. For this reason it is also 
called content-addressable memory.
As we have seen for human memory with the example of deja vu, associative 
memory can lead to incorrect answers. This may be due to either the probe, partial 
information that serves to index the memory, being unsuitable, or due to the memory 
system having been overloaded and driven into a regime of pathological behavior. 
Although animal neural nets may make mistakes, they perform surprisingly well when 
compared to artificial neural nets. One possible explanation for the superior perfor­
mance is the flexibility with which they process information. Humans can remember 
rules and realize quickly whether or not these rules are applicable to a particular situa­
tion. This ability to apply conditional rules in a vast array of situations is attributed in 
part, to the interplay of the hemispheres of the brain. To date, artificial neural nets
4have been unable to use similar conditional rules.
Artificial neural nets were originally conceived by McCulloch and Pitts 
[McCu43]. Their use as associative memory was shown by D.O. Hebb |Hebb49]. 
The most popular neural network model is that of Hopfield [Hopf82] . The Hopfield 
model can be operated in the synchronous and asynchronous modes. The difference 
between these two modes is the methodology used in updating. This dissertation uses 
the Hopfield model approach; a choice made partly due to the great popularity of the 
model and because it often serves as a benchmark for neural net research. The model 
proposed in this dissertation may be viewed as a variant of the Hopfield model, where 
a new component is introduced that functions as a controller. The purpose of the con­
troller is to assist in the processing of information by introducing a decision making 
capability. The controller is used to implement a number of new algorithms that 
significantly improve the performance. Apart from the motivation to realize a struc­
ture similar to the bicameral brain, there is an engineering motivation for the introduc­
tion of the controller. Current models do not provide a means to interface the network 
with an external processor, the controller now permits this interface.
The controller has access to information that is not readily available in a standard 
neural net. Examples of information that is used by the controller are: the number of 
pieces of data stored in the system, the size of the memory, the global characteristics 
of memories such as frequency of particular groupings. Such information may be 
used to decide on information retrieval strategies; in particular, it would decide which 
neuron is updated in an asynchronous system. When viewing a neural net as a part of 
a larger hierarchical, system it may be useful to consider its functions at two distinct
5levels: the physical level and the control level. The control level has the ability to add 
external information to the physical neural net, which permits the operation of the 
neural net in different modes. Furthermore, the control unit can serve as a gateway for 
communication with other neural nets or sequential processing systems.
In addition, the introduction of the controller permits organization of the learned 
memories. This organization is in a manner that leads to a more reliable retrieval sys­
tem. Such organization of information is not possible with conventional neural nets. 
It is now possible to approach certain capabilities of biological memory that were 
hitherto not feasible. Retrieval using correlations is pattern-driven, as opposed to ran­
dom retrieval in current methods. For example, it is possible to relate memories and 
to index them, thereby creating an organization that adds a new dimension to retrieval 
and learning.
Chapter Two provides a background of previous research. The Hopfield model 
is introduced and a discussion of its weaknesses and strengths is presented. The prob­
lems of spurious states and memories that interact, are described.
Chapter Three introduces the asynchronous controller. This discussion includes 
issues related to hardware implementation, as well as a conceptual framework to 
analyze the workings of the controller.
Chapter Four develops several methods to utilize the controller-based neural net. 
Specifically, it deals with techniques to improve the convergence to learned 
memories. One method uses global probabilistic information, another adds 
information-dependent handles that define constraints on the memories.
(l
Chapter Five presents an application of the conditional rules. This is illustrated 
through a current problem in phonology. It is shown that certain problems in speech 
recognition can now be solved, through the use of this methodology.
Chapter Six presents a summary of this work and suggestions for further 
research. Several problem areas where conditional rules might be applied to an asso­
ciative memory are pointed out. Some unresolved questions regarding conditional 
rules as applied to associative memories are also mentioned.
In summary, while neural nets make it possible to solve problems that are intract­
able for traditional machines, they suffer from shortcomings of their own. This disser­
tation proposes a new methodology that makes it possible to overcome some of the 
shortcomings. It is believed that this new methodology will eventually lead to the 
development of powerful, bicameral neurocomputers.
Chapter Two 
Background
Words do not change their meanings so drastically in the course o f centuries, as, 
in our minds, names do in the course o f a year or two.
Marcel Proust (1871-1922)
2.1. Introduction
Neural networks or, more accurately, artificial neural networks, have been exam­
ined and implemented in a number of different guises. Work in the area has been 
done under the headings: conncctionist machines [Feld821, parallel distributed pro­
cessing, [Rume86] and artificial neural nets [Koho84a, Koho84b, Hint81, Fuku82, 
Kosk84, Gros83, Gros86] . The motivation for this research is partly the dissatisfac­
tion among computer scientists with the functioning of many AI algorithms that are 
very cumbersome to execute on von Neumann architectures. The history of neural net 
development goes back to the pioneering works of McCulloch and Pitts [McCu43] 
and D.O. Hebb [Hebb49] . These early works present an understanding of many of 
the basic issues regarding neural nets. The Hebbian Rule for learning presented in the 
work by D.O. Hebb is the ancestor of many modem day neural net connection rules,
"When two units are simultaneously excited, increase the strength o f the 
connection between them."
This rule, although somewhat vague as stated, is the basis for a number of 
models. The rule presents a common sense approach with great flexibility. The exact 
manner in which the connection strength is made to reflect positive correlation can be 
accomplished in different ways.
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Figure 2.1 
Neuron without Linkage
Pavlovian reinforcement is an example of Hebbian learning at work. At the 
beginning of the experiment there is no correlation between the ringing of a bell and 
the salivating of the dog. In other words, one may assume the connection(s) between 
the neuron(s) that represents the bell and the neuron(s) that represents the salivation of 
the animal is not made. On the other hand, a strong correlation between salivary neu­
rons and food exists, as represented in Figure 2.1. As the experiment proceeds, a posi­
tive correlation between the bell and salivation leads to a linkage between the 
corresponding neurons, as shown by the graph in Figure 2.2. In fact, the linkage is 
eventually sufficiently strong so as to allow the dog to salivate while only using the 
bell.
Hebbian learning may also be restated as follows
9[salivafood
bell
Figure 2.2 
Neurons with Linkage
"Adjust the strength o f the connection ( between the two units ) in propor­
tion to the product o f their simultaneous activation." [Rume861
The strength adjusting allows the two components to become more excitatory for 
positively correlated values and less excitatory for a negatively correlated values. 
Thus, if one component is strongly related to another in a positive manner, the value 
will increase in a positive way, and vice versa.
After the works by McCulloch and Pitts and D.O. Hebb, additional contributions 
were made by Rosenblatt, [Rose59] Widrow and Hoff [\Vidr60], and also Posch 
[Posc681 . Unfortunately, computer technology was still in a period of infancy, and, 
owing to the computationally intensive nature of these algorithms, their ideas lay dor­
mant.
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Meanwhile, under the alternate approach of rule based systems, a good deal of 
research was done regarding techniques to structure knowledge. Structures such as 
frames [Mins75] and schemata [Norm76, Rume751 were developed to handle large 
scale groupings of data [Alle871. Another structure, known as scripts [Scha76], was 
developed to handle stereotypical causes of action. This structure demonstrated par­
ticular advantages in dealing with event sequences [Char85] . In fact, these structures 
still form the basis for much of the artificial intelligence research being done in this 
area. They provide interesting insights to the understanding of associative learning in 
humans, and form the framework for many advances in the area of comprehension.
The field of neural nets experienced a resurgence in the 1980’s, with the intro­
duction of a new model by Hopfield [Hopf82, Hopf84], Hopfield and Tank [Hopf86] 
showed how this model could be applied to solve an optimization problem. Other 
important contributions have been made by Rumelhart and McClelland [Rume86], 
Sejnowski [Sejn86], Gross berg [Gros861, and Kohonen [Koho84a, Koho84b] .
Theoretically, analysis of neural network behavior is extremely difficult. One 
often uses experiments to validate the implementation of a new algorithm. Neverthe­
less, recent research has generated a better understanding of the behavior of a neural 
net. In particular, an improved understanding of the topological space around the 
stored memories [Hopf82, Hopf84, Hopf86, Rume86, Feld82] has lead to improved 
algorithms.
Another factor leading to the resurgence of interest in neural nets is the recent 
advances in VLSI technology. This new technology, permitting the implementation 
of a great number of processors on a single chip, has made the implementation of
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neural nets in hardware possible [Hech86, Mead87, Psal85, Thak851.
One may consider a neural net as a teaming and recall instrument. The particular 
problems and circumstances that arise from using a neural net in this manner are now 
examined. Specifically, the Hopfield model [Hopf82] is examined extensively, form­
ing a basic structure for the study of these problems.
An associative memory blends information in many independent linked proces­
sors to form a single memory. The information is blended in either all or a portion of 
the memory. The retrieval process separates the desired information from the blended 
information.
To elaborate on the problem of blending information, consider mixing colors. If 
blue and yellow are blended, green is obtained. Most artists could look at green and 
determine the individual amounts of the primary colors, blue and yellow, that would 
combine to yield green. In other words, the information of the color make-up could 
be re-generated by some form of analysis. However, this blending may not always 
allow the information to be re-acquired. For example, if red and blue are mixed to 
create purple, it is impossible to re-generate the original colors. If the original colors 
are not known, for some reason, that information is lost. In that instance, enough 
information was cancelled or lost in the blending of those two colors as to prohibit the 
re-generation of the initial information.
This analogy may be extended to the problem of how much information is 
stored. If too much information is blended, it may not always be possible to retrieve 
the original information from the newly acquired amalgamation. If all the colors of 
the spectrum are blended together, white is obtained and all individual colors are lost.
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Similar types of occurrence can be found during blending of information in an associ­
ative memory.
2.2. Neural Net Structure
Artificial neural nets are designed to form a resemblance to animai neural nets. 
Individual components are defined to resemble the corresponding components in the 
physiological model. The particular components of concern to neural nets are nodes 
and synapses. Additionally, they are combined in a manner that forms a structure 
called a topology, representing the structure and characteristics of the linkage. To 
understand how these form a neural net, the physiological level of neural nets is exam­
ined.
2.2.1. Neurophysiology and Neural Nets
A great deal of basic understanding about the structure of the neuron came about 
from the work of two men, Ramon y Cajal [Ramo281 and Golgi [Golg831. These two 
man created the earliest definition of a network of connected neurons, which are the 
computational devices. The functioning of the neuron was not actually considered in 
their anatomical work.
Since that time, research has lead to the development of models that are similar 
to the neurophysiology of the brain. The biological model is represented as a densely 
interconnected, dynamic, cellular cluster [Hint81], This cluster forms a mathematical 
model of the brain’s functions. Neurons represent the individual processing nodes 
that are connected by synapses. The neurons exist in one of two stable states, either 
firing (active) or not firing (inactive). The state o f the system is described by the state
13
of its neurons at any point in time. Neuron nets are similar to cellular automata and 
Ising spin glass models (Tana801.
Anon
B.
E.
A n o n - 1
A«o«*2
Figure 2.3
Possible Neuron Configurations [Asanuraa & Crick 1986]
A neuron with no obvious axon. (Figure 2.3B) The type appears to process information but has no area 
to receive or transmit information. Axons that form synapses on other axons (Figure 2.3C) Dendrites 
that form synapses onto other dendrites (Figure 2.3D) Axons that do not produce a "spike", but instead 
form a graded potential (Figure 2.3E and 2.3F)
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2.2.2. The Neuron
The standard neuron is a cell or node around which the neuron is based. The 
neuron has several dendrites that receive information from other neurons. Addition­
ally, the neuron has a single axon that transmits information from the neuron by out- 
putting a spike or action potential [Cric861 . The axon branches out to create synapses 
onto the dendrites or cell body of other neurons. Figure 2.3, from Asanuma and Crick 
[Cric86], illustrates a number of possible configurations using Figure 2.3 A as the stan­
dard model of a neuron.
Actual neuron systems are much more complicated than the standard model. 
Crick and Asanuma [Cric86] discuss the known possible configurations that have been 
discovered over the years.
2.2.3. Nodes
In a neural net, the basic building block is the neuron, also called a computa­
tional node. The Hebbian rule is applied to a node by noting that each node has a set 
of inputs from the dendrites. The computational node is then defined as the sum of N 
weighted inputs passed through a thresholding device T, which normalizes the values 
depending on the the rules given (see Equation 2.1). The value of a particular node 
can then be defined by the equation:
N
x i = = f ^ S t i X i - T  )
i= l
where t; represents a set of weights from T and the are previous values for the 
nodes. The function f represents a binary valued function whose range is either one or 
minus one, depending on the value of the domain. The system is pictured as shown in
15
Figure 2.4.
*1
result
Figure 2.4 
A Resultant from a Neuron
2.2.4. Synapses
Signals are transferred from the axons to the dendrites by elements known as 
synapses. The axon contains a synaptic ending that has the ability to release chemi­
cals, called transmitters. A given neuron has only one type of transmitter that it 
releases through the synapse; however, a number of types of transmitters are known to 
exist. The transmitters go through the synapse to the membrane of the receiving cell, 
where the transmission of information is assisted by receptors.
Most of the synapses in the human brain are chemical and not electrical. The 
number of synapses can vary from a few hundred to tens of thousands per cell. One 
way to view synapses is by categorizing them into two types [Pete76], excitatory and 
inhibitory. Also, synapses can be characterized by the type of transmitter they use.
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While this is beyond the scope of this work, it demonstrates that the synapses contain 
a great deal of the control in a system regarding what is transmitted, and how it is 
transmitted.
2.2.5. Topology
A neural net topology is created by linking a number of nodes together to form a 
topology. The system is then defined by that topology, i.e., the particular characteris­
tics of the nodes and the learning and retrieval rules that may be present. This work 
considers systems that are densely connected, that is, all nodes are connectioned to all 
other nodes. This is not a general requirement of neural nets, nevertheless, it will be 
used for this work.
2.2.6. Control Characteristics
In addition to the physical level in a neural net, certain other features exist that 
are critical to its definition. These features are discussed more fully in Chapter 3 as 
the control level. The features represent decisions that are made outside of the basic 
questions regarding with nodes and synapses. The components of the decision level 
are the answers to questions such as: what type of input to allow in the system (con­
tinuous or discrete), whether or not the learning is controlled as it is learned (super­
vised or unsupervised), and how the timing rules for updating nodes are applied (syn­
chronous or asynchronous).
2.2.6.1. Continuous versus Discrete Input
The difference between continuous and discrete input is that the former can
17
assume values on real numbers while the later can only assume integer values. This 
type of input could force a modification to some thresholding techniques, but it 
appears that the major difference is in the system-theoretical attitude towards neural 
nets. A neural net as a computational tool can be viewed as either analog or digital, 
depending on the direction taken. This work is based on a more digital approach.
1.2.6.2, Supervised versus Unsupervised Learning
There are two ways in which neural nets learn, supervised and unsupervised. In 
supervised learning, the input vector is fixed and a known output is desired. The input 
vector is entered into the system, acquiring a corresponding output vector. The output 
vector is then compared to the desired vector to obtain the amount of erroi in the sys­
tem. The system may then enter into a training phase to reduce the amount of error in 
the system. This is accomplished by modifying the system by changing the synaptic 
weights in the system, and rerunning the system.
In unsupervised learning, the system is assumed to learn the information it is 
presented. The input vector is applied to the network and the system is "self organiz­
ing" so that a consistent output is produced whenever that input vector is presented.
It has been argued that supervised learning is not biologically plausible, because 
there is no teacher to improve the response and direct training. For this reason, a 
number of researchers have emphasized unsupervised learning.
2.2.6.3. Synchronous versus Asynchronous Updating
The particular components of the neural nets and their connections have been 
described, but one relevant aspect has not been discussed. This is the timing
18
procedure for the activation rule. When does a neuron update its value or informa­
tional content?
If, for all elements, the values are determined simultaneously, the system is said 
to have a synchronous updating system. This type of system can be viewed as a 
discrete difference approximation leading to a continuous, differential equation, 
whereby all units are updated continuously. The obvious point to this approach is 
that, in this system, any value that would change, changes immediately. Using this 
technique, any number of units might change at a given time, the exact number rang­
ing from none to the number of neuron units in the system.
For other models, where units are updated individually, the system is said to 
have an asynchronous updating system. This definition is equivalent to the neurons 
being updated in a random fashion. This method of updating corresponds more 
closely to biological neurons, since their connection paths are likely to be of unequal 
lengths. One particular advantage of asynchronous updating is that the system always 
reaches a stable point, thus avoiding possible oscillations that can occur in a synchro­
nous system.
Asynchronous timing allows only one neuron to be updated at a time. This 
allows only one vector component to change from time / to time t+I. Which indivi­
dual component is updated is decided in the following manner:
The component is chosen from the set of n neurons, each neuron having an equal
probability of — of being chosen. 
n
The neuron is chosen at random from the set of all possible neurons, without
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regard to previous updates and any knowledge of the system. Notice that every neu­
ron has the possibility o f being updated. Choosing a neuron that does not change does 
not effect the system in any way and, in this manner, nothing happens until a neuron 
that can affect the system is chosen.
2.2.7. A Taxonomy of Neural Nets
Neural net may be categorized in different ways. Lippmann [Lipp87] presents a 
graph (Figure 2.5) illustrating a taxonomy of six systems.
Neural Net Classifiers Far Fixed Patterns
binary input continuous-valued input
supervised unsupervised supervised unsupervised
Hopfield
model
Hamming
net
Carperter/
Grossberg
Classifier
Multilayered
Perception
Kohonen 
self-organizing 
feature map
Figure 2 5
A Taxonomy for Neural Nets
This taxonomy is useful in some situations, in this particular taxonomy, the 
model presented here is considered to be an extension of the Hopfield line. Other 
methods of classification are based on updating rules, degree of connectivity among
20
neurons and other various properties.
2 3 . The Hopfield Model
Consider the Hopfield model [Hopf82] as a content-addressable associative 
memory. Each neuron contains one bit of information, since it can only be in one of 
two states: on (+1) or o ff  ( -1).  The stale of each neuron is defined by the value that 
each neuron contains. The system is the set of neurons, and the state of the system is 
the n-tuple formed by the n neurons in the system.
The neurons are completely connected, that is, neuron i is connected by a 
synapse to neuron j  for all / and j. The set of connections form a linear connection 
matrix Ty, also known as the transition matrix. The weights of the matrix ( t y )  are 
symmetric (ty = t^).
One additional constraint on the system is that the weights of the diagonals in Ty 
are all zeroes (t^ -  0). This implies that a neuron is not connected with itself, and 
therefore does not affect, in any direct fashion, its own value. Whether or not the neu­
rons are fired is determined using the threshold rule.
The value of the neurons are computed using the threshold decision rule given in 
Equation 2.1 for a system, where p = (xj,x2»..-.xn) contains the values at each time 
period. Individual neurons sum the values of all other connected neurons in the sys­
tem. If the summation equals or exceeds a predetermined threshold, zero in this 
example, the neuron assumes the value +1. If the summation is less than the
(2 . 1)
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Figure 2.6 
A Neural System
prescribed threshold, the neuron assumes a value of -1.
A neural net can be considered as a circuit, the form of the standard circuit is 
illustrated in Figure 2.7. Notice that although each neuron (Xj) could connect with 
almost every other neuron, denoted by •, in this model the connection with itself is 
open, denoted by ©. This eliminates feedback to a neuron from itself, as per the 
definition of this model. Also note, that the system sums all the inputs and thresholds 
these values, thus determining the sign as either positive or negative.
One important concept for consideration is the timing that the system uses to 
update each neuron. Assume that a particular neuron, through the summation of the 
other neurons is to change its value. If other neurons should change at the same time, 
then the questions might arise whether the summation should be recalculated to con­
sider each change. This is due to the fact that every neuron is dependent on every
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Figure 2.7 
A Circuit Diagram o f a Neural Net
other neuron. Therefore, the timing used to update the system could quite possibly 
effect the direction a particular decision takes. This problem is resolved by assuming 
that the system is synchronized, as to allow only one neuron update per time period.
If information is stored in the memory, the information becomes an attractor. 
The attractor forms a region about it , called an attraction basin in which the stable 
point, the attractor, acts as a magnet to probes in the space formed by the memory. 
This attraction depends on the closeness of a probe to the information and the strength
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o f  the other attractors.
The memory allows probes into the memory that are non-intrusive to the 
memory. A probe enters the space of the associative memory and is brought to the 
attractors without changing the space in any manner. In this way, the system effec­
tively shifts the position of the probe to a point closer to the position of an attractor, 
until eventually, in the asynchronous case, the probe reaches a stable point.
'attractor
Figure 2.8 
An Attractor in an Attraction Basin
In the Hopfield model, learned information from an external source is referred to 
as learned memories. To call all learned memories stable points is a misnomer, as 
other stable points exist in addition to the learned memories, and, as we will see, the 
learned memories might not even represent stable points. This differentiates between 
memories that are purposefully stored and those that are developed as characteristics 
of the system.
We define the learned memory x(k> = ( Xj,x2, . . . ,xn) to be the k^-memory of n- 
dimensional column vectors. Each vector, as described in Equation 2.1, consists solely
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of - l ’s and +1 's. Each memory vector is used to form an n x n matrix using the outer 
product rule:
= x<ic)(x(k))1 ~ (2.2)
In this equation In is an n x n identity matrix. Using this technique, the matrix stores 
the outer product of the vectors with every x; x; element equal to zero.
The Hopfield transition matrix is then defined as the sum of these outer product 
matrices:
m
T = £ T (k) (2.4)
i = l
A very important aspect of the Hopfield Model is that once T has been calcu­
lated, the individual memories, as well as any additional information regarding them, 
is lost.
The retrieval process is accomplished using the T matrix. A probe (p) is 
presented with each position either a +1 or a -1. The probe is then multiplied by T, 
giving a new probe p':
p T  = p ' (2.5)
The vector p ' is then thresholded, using equation 3.2, giving a new position vector.
This binary vector is then compared with the original vector p for differences in the
values of individual positions. The set of positions that are different is referred to as
the affective set.
A position is chosen at random from the affective set, updated, and the process is 
then repeated. This continues until the affective set is null. A null affective set 
implies that a stable point has been reached.
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2.3.1. An Example
The problem is clearly illustrated through an example system that uses the 
Hopfield Model. This example is referenced throughout the remainder of this work.
There are n=5 neurons and three learned memories:
= ( + 1  + 1  +1  + 1  + 1  )
x(2) = (“ I “ I +1 +1 -1 )
X( 3 )  =  ( + l  - 1  - 1  - 1  - 1  )
which yields the following individual transition matrices:
0 +1 + 1 +1 +1
+1 0 +1 +1 +1
+1 +1 0 +1 +1
+1 +1 +1 0 +1
+1 +1 +1 +  1 0
0 + 1 - 1 - 1 + 1
+ 1 0 - 1 - 1 + 1
- 1 - 1 0 + 1 - 1
- 1 - 1 + 1 0 - 1
+ 1 + 1 - 1 - 1 0
0 - 1 - 1 -1 - 1
- 1 0 +1 +1 +1
- 1 +1 0 +1 +1
- 1 +1 +1 0 +1
- 1 +1 +1 +1 0
Note that, the indeividual transition matrices are created using the outer product rule 
for the three individual learned memories. The diagonal elements are then set to zero 
to represent the lack of feedback from the neuron to itself.
The individual matrices are summed resulting in the transition matrix:
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0 +1 -1 -1 + 1
+1 0 + 1 + 1 +3
-1 +1 0 +3 + 1
-1 +1 +3 0 + 1
+1 +3 + 1 + 1 0
To test the resulting system, the system is probed with vectors to see the effect 
on the system from different queries. Let us start by probing the system with a 
learned memory:
x (3) =  p =  ( +1 - I  - 1  “ I “ I )
By multiplying this by the transition matrix T, p' is obtained:
p ' = ( +3 -2  - 6  - 6  - 4  )
The values are then thresholded to obtain:
p ' = ( + l  -1  -1  -1  -1  )
Which is the original information vector. This is due to the fact that x(3j has become
both an attractor and a stable point for the system. When the probe entered, it simply
stayed at that position, thus both defining and exemplifying a stable point. In fact, the
goal of neural net processing is to develop a system that, when a memory is learned, it
becomes a stable point and attracts probes that are near it.
The system is then probed with another vector that is not a learned memory:
p = ( + l  +1 -1  +1 +1 )
By multiplying the probe by the transition matrix, we obtain:
p' = ( 0 +6 +4 -2  +4 )
Which will threshold to:
p ' ~  (+ 1  +1 +1 - 1  +1 )
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The elements of p are then compared to p', obtaining an affective set containing 
the values 3 and 4. This is because the values in positions 3 and 4 in p' arc different 
from those positions in p. The choice of x3 yields p = (+  l + l - l + l + l ) ,  which is a 
learned memory. The choice of x4 yields p = ( +1 +3 -1 +1 +1 ), which is not a 
learned memory; however, this point turns out to be a stable point. That is, the probe 
(p), expected to stabilize at X(21, in fact stabilized at some other point. If the system 
considers Hamming distances [Hamm82], then the information vector closest is x(2) 
and, therefore, one might want the probe :o end up there. An observer might be 
surprised by the resulting vector in the second choice, but does that mean it is an 
incorrect result? Could it actually mean that the system has achieved a different yet 
still correct stable point? It is unclear where this other stable point comes from.
In the example, the system had a choice of updating two neurons. The choice of 
which neuron to update first determines whether or not a correct stable point is 
reached. One choice appears to be better than the other, as it proves to lead to a 
learned memory. Assuming an incorrect result is obtained, one may ask several ques­
tions. If the system is heading in the wrong direction, could we have changed the 
selection of elements in the process of developing a path through the system in order 
to achieve a correct result? If a particular element in the system is chosen to be 
updated, how is this choice made?
2.3.2. Problems with a Learned Memory
Questioning whether or not a particular result is wrong is a fundamental concept 
that must be addressed before proceeding to other questions. Unfortunately, whether
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something is right or wrong is often an arbitrary decision that can be discussed and 
argued from a variety of angles.
It is possible to visualize systems that depend on a probabilistic response to cer­
tain events. An example might be when an electron is shared by the nuclei of atoms. 
In this example, it is necessary that the electron revolves around one of the nuclei for 
part of the time and around the other nuclei the rest of the time. The exact location of 
the electron cannot be determined at a given point in time. We can only speak of it in 
terms of its probabilities of location.
While we recognize that this is a valid and useful condition, our attitude differs 
slightly. The approach that we will take to neural nets is that if a probe is put into the 
system, it should preferably end up, or stabilize, at the nearest information vector. 
That is, we will consider the nearest information vector to be the best solution to the 
probe query. However, if the probe stabilizes at any point other than a learned 
memory, unless otherwise stated, it is assumed to be a wrong answer. We are pri­
marily interested in obtaining the probability of a correct solution.
One may also wish to study what paths lead to the correct result. The best path is 
the path that optimizes over the probability of obtaining a correct answer; however, in 
most cases, this is not easily determined.
There are situations that arise with the Hopfield model that insure that errors will 
be introduced into the system. They are situations in which the information intro­
duces contradictions into the system that lead to incorrect answers to queries.
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2.3.3. Complements
In the Hopfield model, if a memory is learned, its complement is generally also 
learned as a stable point in the system. This is due, in part, to the symmetric transition 
matrix that is used in the model. The reason that all complements are not stable points 
in the model is that the model is not quite symmetric. In Equation 2.1, the threshold­
ing is done at 0, but the system sums the neurons and, if they are 0, then the system 
becomes a +1. If, at 0, the system chose to remain at the value it was prior to updat­
ing, then the system would be stable and every learned memory and spurious state 
would have a complement in the system. However, in most cases, the complement to 
a learned memory is a stable point in the system and, furthermore, most spurious 
states will also have a complement as a learned memory.
To demonstrate this particular situation, let us consider the following situation:
x(1) = (+ l  +1 -1  -1  +1 -1 )
Gives a transition matrix of:
1 -1 -1 1
0 -1 -1 1
-1 0 1 -1
-1 1 0 -1
1 -1 -1 0
-1 1 1 -1
If we test our learned vectors, we obtain:
X(1)xT = ( 0 4  —4 —4 4 —4 ) = ( +1 +1 -1 -1 +1 - l  ) = x(1)
However, a further check of every probe in the system gives one additional stable
point for the system.
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x^)XT = ( 0 —4 4 4 - 4 4 )  = ( —1 -1 +1 +1 - 1+1  ) = x ^
We see from this example that the complement of our fundamental matrix is also a
stable point in the system. This is as expected in a symmetric system. Although this is
expected and accepted in this system, it can be troublesome if the complement is
undesired. Additionally, if the complement cannot be recognized as a complement,
the result may be disastrous. However, in some instances, a complement might be
quite desirable. For instance, a system that simply desires to choose between the
learned memory and its complement would benefit from the storage of complements.
2.3.4. Information Too Close Together
As a system learns information, it may happen that this information is too close 
together to be distinguished. We see this situation in humans occasionally, when peo­
ple meet twins. Although the twins are not exactly identical, in many instances there 
are not enough distinguishing features for people to delineate between them. The 
same type of situation can occur with the Hopfield model. Consider the situation 
where information is placed into the system with a Hamming distance of one separat­
ing them. We will see that, in this case, the information is too close together. Let:
X(o = ( +1 +1 —1 —1+1)  and x(2 ) = ( + 1 - 1 - 1 - 1 + 1  )
Notice that the Hamming distance for these two vectors is one. We obtain the
transition matrix of:
T =
0  -0  -2  -2  2
0 0 0 0 0
- 2 - 2  0  2 -2
-2  -2  2 0 -2
2 2 - 2  0 0
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Testing our two learned memories we obtain:
X(i)XT = (  6 6  —2 —4  6  ) =  ( +1 +1 —1 —1 +1 ) =  x c l )
and:
X(2)x T  = ( 6  6  - 2  - 4  6  ) =  ( +1 +1 - 1  - 1  +1 ) =  x(I)
So x(]) has been learned and is a stable point in the system; however, x(21 was learned.
yet, it is not a stable point in the system. The information of x(2) is lost to the system.
In fact, the only two stable points in the entire system at this point are x(1), as we 
have seen, and x = ( -  l + l + 1 + 1 - 1 ) ,  which is the complement of xf21. We would 
have expected to obtain both the information vectors and their complements. In this 
instance, the problem is that the values are too close together. If the Hopfield model 
has points of information that are too close together, the system loses the ability to 
distinguish among the different vectors.
2.3.5. Information Too Far apart
Problems also occur when information is too far apart in a Hopfield model. This 
type of situation can compared to information that is almost conflicting in its nature. 
A person might become confused if given directions that are almost completely at 
odds with one another. The analogy does not hold for information that is completely 
different, as this situation reinforces the stability of points that are completely oppo­
site. Consider a learned memory in a six neuron system that is a Hamming distance of 
five from the other piece of information.
If we allow the system to learn both vectors, let us examine the consequences: 
x(I)=(  + + ----+ - )  and x(2) = ( + -  + + -  + )
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Gives a transition matrix of:
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 - 2 -2 2 -2
0 -2 0 2 -2 2
0 -2 2 0 - 2 2
0 2 -2 -2 0 _2
0 -2 2 2 - 2 0
If we test the learned vectors we obtain:
X(1)xT = ( 0 8 - 8  -8  8 -8  ) = ( +1 +1 -1 -1  +1 -1 ) = x(1) 
x{2)x T  =  ( 0 - 8  8 8 - 8  8 ) = ( +1 -I  +1 +1 -1 +1 ) = x (2)
The result, at first, might appear quite good, as the two points learned are indeed the 
stable points. Further investigation reveals that these are the only stable points in the 
system. As was stated in section 2.3.3, all learned memories have their complement 
as a stable point in the system. Since these two memories are the only stable points, 
their complements are not stable in the system. At first, this may not appear to be a 
major problem; however, it indicates that something unexpected is happening in the 
system. When the user expects a situation to occur and it does not, the outcome is as 
bad as something happening that is not expected.
2.3.6. Spurious States
The most troublesome problem with stable points is the formation of spurious 
states. Spurious states are elements that are not either learned memories or comple­
ments of learned memories. These elements are created by the system through the 
interactions of the system during the learning of learned memories.
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Spurious states are essentially a result of linear combinations of learned 
memories. Since the Hopfield model is not symmetric, not all spurious states can be 
shown to be linear combinations of learned memories [Kant87, Amit87] . In addition, 
complements may be viewed as special spurious memories; however, in this disserta­
tion, we make a distinction between them. Nevertheless, complements of spurious 
states are also considered spurious.
Because most spurious states are created by a linear combination of learned 
memories, the capacity of the associative memory is reduced by a certain degree. 
Clearly, an increase in the number of learned memories increases the probability of 
non-orthogonal elements. This generates a larger set of possible combinations.
Consider the following example:
x0 ) = (+1 +1 -1 -1 +1 -1  ) and x{2) = ( —1 -1 - I  -1 +1 -1  )
Gives a transition matrix of:
0 2 0 0 2 -1
2 0 0 0 2 -2
0 0 0 2 0 0
T =  0 0 2 0  0 0 
2 2 0 0 0 -2
-2  -2  0 0 -2  0
If we test every possible probe in the system, we obtain as stable points:
X(1)XT -  x(i) and x(2)x T = x (2) 
Additionally, we find that the complements of learned memories are:
x ( t ) x T = x ( i )  x (2)  x ' T = x (2) 
If we continue by learning another vector:
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x (3) =  + 1 + 1  —1 +1 + 1  )
We obtain the transition matrix:
0 3 1 - 1  3 -
3 0  1 - I  3 -
1 1 0  1 1  
- 1 - 1 1  0 -1 -  
3 3 1 - 1  0 -
-1 -1 1 - 1 - 1  0
We then find that the only stable points in the entire system are a spurious state
and its complement, which is also a spurious state. They are:
T =
X(5pur,= f —1 - 1 - 1 + 1  - 1 + 1  ) a n d  X(Spur) =  ( +1 +1  ' I  + 1  ' I  )
The particular concern regarding spurious states is that they add a dimension of 
uncertainty to any stable point encountered by the system. If there are no spurious 
states, once the system has stabilized it would either be at a learned memory or the 
complement of the learned memory. The problem becomes less critical under those 
circumstances. With the introduction of spurious states, it is now unclear whether we 
can accept any answer with certainty.
2.3.7. Stable Point Not Close to Probe
One reason for the popularity of the Hopfield model is that it can always be 
shown to converge. Consider the logical implication of a system that always finds a 
stable solution for every probe.
The implied rule is that if a probe is entered into the system, it should stabilize at 
a point in the system. The possibility exists that the system does not have the neces­
sary information to answer a particular probe. In the Hopfield model, the system will
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still provide a solution for the probe. This may or may not be a desirable feature for 
the model.
A system that has a large amount of information regarding a particular area, for 
example, electrical engineering, would not be very good for probes regarding litera­
ture; however, the Hopfield model will still respond with an answer.
What appears to be a good quality of the system, always finding a stable point, 
may or may not be the desired quality when examined as a simple retrieval problem. 
Consider an eight neuron system with only the following learned memory:
x(1) = ( +1 +1 +1 -1  +1 +1 -1  -1 )
We obtain a transition matrix of:
T =
0 1 1 —1 1 1 —
0  1 - 1  1 1 -  
0 - 1  1 1 -
0 -1  -1
- 1 0  1 -  
-1 1 0 -  
1 -1  -1 0
1 - 1 - 1  1
For the probe:
p = ( -1 +1 -1  +1 +1 +1 -1 +1 )
The system will, with the correct updates, yield x(1} as a solution. The solution has 
four out of eight positions that are different from the probe, for a 50% difference. 
This might represent a significantly different concept or even another area of thought, 
depending upon the meaning of each bit. The problem is that, even though a probe is 
chosen that is a Hamming distance of four away from the learned value, the probe 
must stabilize at a stable point that is in the system. This is due to the fact that the
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probe should always stabilize within the system. This could be considered a logical 
flaw that is inherent to any system that is forced to stabilize at some point.
2.3.8. Analysis Techniques
For purposes of analysis, we make the following observations. From a vector of 
length m choosing an element at random means that the probability of choosing a par* 
ticular element is:
P ( x , ) = —  where m<n and l<i<n 
m
This means that each of the m elements has an equal probability of being 
selected as the element to change.
Since we consider a choice of a particular element as a choice of a path in the 
neural net, we can then define the probability of a path:
P ( pathj >=n P( x , ) for i an element of the path 
The probability associated with obtaining a stable point x will be found as:
P{ x ) = X  P(pathj) for j an element of the set of paths leading x. 
j
That is, the probability of a point (x) starting at probe (p) is simply the sum of the 
probabilities of all the paths that lead to the point.
2.3.9. Convergence of the Hopfield Model
Hopfield [Hopf82, McE187] shows that for any probe into a system with a sym­
metric connection matrix T, a stable point is reached in the asynchronous model. 
Hopfield shows this by defining the function E:
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E = - I I  Ty X, Xj (2.5)
* j
E is a non-increasing function for any change of value in the variable xr
Assume q reprersentes a particular element of probe i is to be updated, then:
xc; = sgn£  T<- k xk 
k
Since these represent correlation changes in the associative memory elements, then:
AC = C  -  C = £  T? j (Ax,.) Xj + XT^x.tAx,.) + T^(Ax; )2 (2.6)
j= i  i=i
with Ax, ~ x'- -  x—s 5 ^
From equation 2.4 and the symmetry of the transition matrix T we note that:
AC 2 2 * Ax,. £ T gXj
I  J
(2.7)
Furthermore, note that with nonnegative diagonal elements, three possible situations 
exist:
i. x'<- = x<-, whereas there is nothing to prove since the system is stable.
ii. x',. > x- implies x'<- = -1 and x- = +1, then equation 2.5 yields E > 0 since
ACS 2* -2  E > 0
iii. x',. < x<- implies x'(- = +l and x^ = - l ,  then applying equation 2.5 yields E>0 and 
AC £ 2* 2 *E > 0.
Hopfield’s proof shows that a nondecreasing function must eventually end up at
a stable point. It does not guarantee that the point will be the closest stable point, or a
learned memory.
Chapter Three 
Neural Networks with Asynchronous Control
When we have understood, we hear in retrospect.
Marcel Proust (1871-1922)
3.1. Introduction
We now introduce a model that improves the convergence behavior of the 
Hopfield network. The model introduces an asynchronous controller to assist in the 
updating of particular neurons. The controller also permits the implementation of a 
number of algorithms that improve the overall performance of the model. The con­
troller is first examined at a conceptual level, then defined at the hardware level.
To understand the controller as a tool, consider the analogy between the Hopfield 
model and certain aspects of the brain. We note that certain aspects of searching 
memory that humans utilize arc not allowed in the Hopfield model. First, during the 
recall of information that is partly known, the known aspects are not allowed to 
change; or are changed very reluctantly. The Hopfield model, having no control over 
the direction of how an answer is obtained, allows portions of the original information 
to change and vary in the search for a solution. Second, when we do obtain a solution, 
we check to see if it is a plausible solution. Thus, the negative of a photograph would 
be eliminated. The Hopfield model is not equipped to reject any solution. Third, 
many people use techniques to help them remember information. They add dates or 
images to the information that improve the remembrance of an idea. In the Hopfield 
model, adding information could be implemented; however, once again, the added
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information can easily change in the retrieval process and would therefore not provide 
any significant assistance to the process. Indeed, merely tagging a date to information 
might be counterproductive if the correct tag were not used.
The Hopfield model needs specific improvements to assist retrieval in some 
instances. Features that might improve the system are an ability to:
fix  on particular parts o f information, 
backtrack away from answers that are wrong, and 
improve learning with appended information.
The addition of these capabilities is desirable if the system is to maintain its physical 
structure. A controller should not effect the basic design of the physical system.
3.2, Physical versus Control Level
Separating the physical and control levels of the neural net is necessary for 
accomplishing improved performance. This unbundling separates the neural net sys­
tem into two levels: a physical (neuron/synapse) level and the informational (control) 
level. It is demonstrated that the increased flexibility of the model with a controller 
allows the system to use information previously unavailable to the decision process. 
This will allows the use of additional external techniques to complement the learning 
and retrieval processes in neural nets.
Critical problems to this approach are the definition of model and the standardiz­
ing and implementing the control structure for the net. The control structure must be 
sufficiently flexible as to utilize additional information, yet specific enough to drive 
the neural net system.
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Neural nets are described by the neurons, their individual threshold for firing and 
the synapses that connect this system of neurons. These are the physical level com­
ponents of a neural net, linked together and often thought of as a complete neural net. 
In addition, this definition usually includes the number of neurons in the neural net. 
However, there are a number of additional aspects of a neural net system that must be 
considered. These aspects are fundamentally different from the physical characteris­
tics of a neural net.
It is clear that humans perform a considerable amount of information preprocess­
ing before storing this information. In other words, a great deal of information is 
disregarded or rearranged before the actual processing begins. When a neural system 
has information presented to it for learning, how the system reacts to the information 
is not only a physical reaction of the system, but is also due to an implied intervention 
by its control structure. For example, a system might choose to ignore information. 
On the other hand, a system may accept parts of information, or add tags to the incom­
ing information to facilitate storage. It may be necessary to increase the size (number 
of neurons) of a neural network to add this tag information.
How the system reacts to requests for stored information is important. For 
instance, the update method can be utilized to determine if the information is avail­
able. The type of update system, synchronous or asynchronous, may determine 
whether a system stabilizes to an answer. When a search has been concluded, the suc­
cess of this search must be determined. Even in an apparently successful retrieval, the 
possibility of error remains. These problems must be dealt with at the control level, 
not at a physical level.
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To reiterate, we see that it is reasonable to view a neural net at various levels, to 
be denoted as the physical level and the decision or control level. The physical is 
characterized by the types of neurons, their thresholds and the method for reaching the 
threshold, the possibility of blocking the firing, and the type and number of links 
between the neurons. The control level is characterized by the reaction to values of 
the neurons, the actions taken when information is presented to be learned, and the 
actions to a probe.
At the control level, the actions are subject to rules or decisions based on the 
conditions present. These effect the flow of information onto, within, or out of the 
neural net. The decisions are referred to as the control process, which is discussed 
extensively in the work. Figure 3.1 illustrates the separation of a neural net into the 
two parts, a physical core and an outer control layer.
CONTROL
physical
Figure 3.1
Separation of the Control and the Physical
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3.3. Merging of Systems
Traditional sequential algorithms can assist in decision processes that govern the 
decision structure at the control level. There is a great deal of information that can be 
categorized into either types or a group structure, which can improve convergence 
techniques. To date, no method has been developed to accomplish these in a Hopfield 
neural net system. An example of this is information clustering, which is utilized in 
the areas of information retrieval and pattern recognition [Tou74] . No methodology 
currently exists to integrate this into a Hopfield neural net environment. Other models 
do accomplish clustering [Gros86, Lipp87] ; however, these are not the same basic 
model used in this dissertation. The neural net has no way to know that the informa­
tion is grouped and, therefore, this information is not used. Additionally, similar 
informadon can lead to an increased probability of spurious states. Also, the number 
of learned memories is not known by the neural net. While, in fact, the system may 
be degraded by a abundance of stored informadon, the system has no way to realize 
this, and the system has no way to change its actions even if it did realize this fact.
Linking neural nets to other neural nets has also received some attention. 
Rumelhart and McClelland [Rume86] have listed a number of types of neural net con­
nections. These connections, however, are neuron to neuron type links. The unbun­
dling of the control structure allows the linking to be accomplished through the con­
trol segment and, therefore, is different in nature from the previous types of connec­
tions. In fact, the neural nets might be sufficiently different in their nature such that a 
connection at the neuron/synapse level would have little or no meaning.
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Figure 3.2a Figure 3.2b
Tightly and Loosely Coupled System
Figure 3.2a illustrates systems that are linked at the physical level, whereas Fig­
ure 3.2b pictures systems that are linked only through a control structure. A neural net 
linked at the physical level is referred to as a tightly coupled system, while a system 
linked only through a controller is referred to as a loosely coupled system.
As pointed out in Rumelhan and McClelland [Rume86] , tightly coupled systems 
are no more powerful than a single system. It is shown that a loosely coupled system 
can achieve computational powers that are not available with a single neural net.
Consider the advantages of a loosely connected system, as compared to a tightly 
connected system. Perhaps the most important advantage is that, in all cases, the 
method and direction of obtaining a solution in the neural net is not linked entirely to 
the physical type of the neural net. This frees the decision process to include informa­
tion from other sources that improve the performance of the system. In other words, 
the physical system is separated from the control level decision process, and therefore
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the decisions can be made from information derived from independent sources.
The separation allows the addition of new components that specialize in different 
aspects of the decision making process. The resulting specialized processes do not 
impinge on the existing physical system.
Another point to note is that, since the controller allows the unbundling of deci­
sions from the system, the basic properties are significantly more understandable. 
This allows optimizing techniques to be studied and quantified individually, concen­
trating solely on the cost and complexity of each. In addition, the unbundling allows 
the improvements to be separated for possible distribution to other processors.
One may now use different types of neural nets in conjunction with one another. 
This allows the interaction of neural nets, each of which is optimal for processing a 
certain feature of the overall problem.
3.4. A Biological Interpretation
Synapses as controllers have been discussed in C hapter 2. It appears that, in 
neurological systems, the actual control of where and how neurons are connected is 
accomplished through the synapses. As has been pointed out, the actual manner in 
which this is accomplished is not yet known to researchers; however, the fact that 
some of the system control processes reside in the synapses is known.
3.5. Strong Attractors
What is the specific gain by the use of a controller that is not obtained by merg­
ing two neural nets? The current model of the neural net excludes one particular,
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arguably necessary, requirement that neuron values can be clamped to constants. 
Solutions are then forced or strongly attracted to a particular value. This is not deter­
mined by the topology of the neural net alone.
Definition:
A stable point that attracts a probe by forces other than those o f the physical 
neural net system is referred to as a strong attractor.
If the values of certain neurons are known, why should they not be selected to 
change as the system updates? Since a neuron value reflects the cumulative effect of 
the correlations with all other neurons, one would expect that, if the probe is not too 
far  from the learned state, the effect of those neurons which are in error will be 
overwhelmed by the much larger set of neurons that are correct. By allowing a 
known, correct value of a neuron to change, one would thus let the probe move away 
from the stable point in the attraction basin, thus increasing the probability of obtain­
ing a wrong response.
Such clamping of neuron values has not been considered earlier by other 
researchers. For example, in [McE187] , all neurons are allowed to change, resulting 
in performance that can be unsatisfactory.
3.6. A Hopfield Model with a Controller
The model presented is based on the Hopfield model [Hopf82], which has been 
described in Chapter 2. The Hopfield model is an asynchronous model with binary 
inputs and Hebbian learning, it may be viewed as a supervised system. The new 
model maintains the characteristics of a binary input and supervised learning. The
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system changes the asynchronous updating to a system that simulates asynchronous 
updating. The method for simulating the updating will be explained shortly. The 
memory will have only one neuron updated at a time. This, by itself, does not fit the 
definition of an asynchronous model, yet it reflects, in part, the characteristics of an 
asynchronous model in that only one neuron is updated on every pass.
Since the principal difference resides in the updating procedure, a brief discus­
sion is in order. The asynchronous Hopfield model requires a random selection from 
all the neurons with equal probabilities to update the memory. This means that any 
neuron could be used to update the system. This is determined by comparing Equa­
tion 2.1 at pass k with Equation 2.1 at pass £+ /. The method presented allows the 
selection to be chosen from a set of neurons determined by the controller. This set 
represents a subset of the original set of neurons; however, certain decisions may 
impose constraints on the choices.
3.6.1. The Affective Set
It was mentioned in section 2.3 that when testing the system for a learned 
memory in the synchronous model, the system obtains a set of neurons that will 
change at time r+7 on each pass. By definition, in the Hopfield model, the only possi­
ble neurons that could change the system would be one of the same neurons that are 
obtained in the synchronous model [McE187] . The set of neurons that would not 
change in the synchronous model cannot change the system in the asynchronous 
model either. Since the set whose neurons can change the system is the same, we will 
refer to this set as the affective set (AS) for the asynchronous model. The set (AS) is
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used when examining the possible changes of the neuron values in the synchronous 
model.
In the model proposed, the probability of choosing a particular neuron is decided 
not by randomness in the updating process, as in the HopHeld model, but is chosen 
from /IS by the controller, which imposes a choice on the system. This is significant 
not only as a concept, but also in terms of increasing the probability of obtaining a 
proper solution.
The model is an augmentation of the Hopfield model, and includes the Hopfield 
model as a subset. If it is assumed that the probabilities of all the elements of AS are 
equal, the system will obtain the same solution patterns as in the Hopfield model. 
Additionally, the concept of an affective set is just as applicable for the Hopfield 
model as the new model. As we have pointed out, the elements of AS are the same for 
the Hopfield model and the proposed model.
3.6.2. Probabilities of the Affective Set
Assume that there exist known probabilities as to whether an element in AS 
should be changed to another value in the search of a correct answer. Were this possi­
ble, the affective set would have assigned to each element some probability of each 
neuron being a particular value. Each neuron associated with the updating of a probe 
vector would have a probability associated with it. The associated probabilities will 
be called the affective probability for each neuron. The affective probability is the 
probability given for updating the neuron when each neuron is considered prior to 
either a pass with a probe vector or multiplication with a transition matrix. 'T‘he neu­
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rons that have no affect on the system are also given probabilities as to their eventual 
values. These probabilities reflect the probability of the neuron value being a 
predetermined value, i.e., probability of (xt = 1) = 0.5. The probabilities of the affec­
tive set may in fact be zero.
The affective probabilities are put in vector form, in what is known as a posi­
tional probability vector, represented by Q . From this the following representation is 
obtained.
Q = < to,, ok  ■ ■ ,tun )
Where each of the to values represents the probability that the position is +1.
This results in a vector of individual probabilities for all the neurons of the sys­
tem. Assume a system has five neurons, then an example might find the probabilities 
that the neurons should be +1 to be as follows:
n  = (0.5, 1.0, 0.0, 1.0, 0 .5 )
For example, if neurons 1 and 3 were determined to be in the affective set, we could
rewrite i l  as
n  = ( 0 . 5 , - , 0 . 0 , - , - )
Notice that the probability of an element that is not an element of the affective
set is simply no longer considered. This does not, however, preclude the possibility of
using the original probabilities. It does allow us to differentiate between the affective
probabilities and those of all neurons.
This raises new questions. The system must now have a control structure that 
implements and determines the probabilities of the element choices. Furthermore, the 
use of this control structure creates questions of where and how the changes will be
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made. A probabilistic update system comes with its own problems. For instance, if 
the update probability is precisely zero, then does the system come to a halt, or can it 
consider other choices?
If an element is labeled as having zero probability, it should be blocked as a path 
to a stable point. Even if it is the only neuron in the affective set, it should not be 
chosen. If the path to a stable point must go through that element, then all paths to 
that stable point are blocked, and no stable point should be found for that path. This 
not only changes the idea of stabilization, but also the concept of an affective set.
3.6.2.1. The Reduced Affective Set
The introduction of probabilities has produced the capacity to eliminate particu­
lar neurons as choices for bringing change to the system. This will also change the 
affective set AS. To accomplish this, we offer the concept of the Reduced Affective 
Set.
The Reduced Affective Set (ASk ), for any pass k, is the affective set AS for pass 
k if one or more of the neurons have been eliminated from AS as a position to choose 
for possible updates. For our purposes, the prime signifies that the set has had a value 
rejected for some reason.
Assume every learned memory the system is presented with has +1 as the value 
of its first position. Assume also that a probe for the system has +1 as a value in the 
first position. Clearly, it does not make sense to stabilize at a position in the neural 
net that has a value -1 in the first position, since we know the first element must be 
+ 1. Therefore, it also does not make sense to allow the probe to change the value in
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its first position during intermediate passes. Assume, during pass k, that the affective 
set is A5k = ( 1,8, 12). It would make sense to reduce that set to eliminate the 1 as a
position, A 5k =( 8, 12).
Another situation that can arise when using AS is that it may be desirable to elim­
inate choices from <45 on a temporary basis or until no other choice exists. For this 
purpose, the system will not remove such elements but m ark them. Marked elements 
are effectively removed, unless there are no other choices or the system decides that 
they should no longer be marked.
The elements of the affective set and the reduced affective set must be obtained 
and stored somewhere. The results are then imposed on the system. The resulting 
system is run with the new information.
3.7. Implementation of The Controller
Any implementation of the controller must include certain capabilities to create 
the features mentioned. The capabilities necessary are:
i. take as input all values before processing at the neurons ,
ii. synchronize the incoming values,
iii. compare the input with the neuron values,
iv. add new lines (neurons) to the system ,
v. memory to backtrack to previous decisions, and
vi. output value(s) to the neurons.
The characteristics are of two basic types, hardware characteristics ( i, ii, and v i )
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and non-hardware characteristics ( iii, iv, and v ). The controller is considered to have 
the same basic breakdown into these components.
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Figure 3 3
Neural Net with Control Before Threshold
The placement of the controller is an important issue, and is pictured as pan of 
the circuit in Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4. The pictures illustrate that two distinct possi­
bilities exist for placing the controller in a circuit for the neural net. The controller 
could be placed after the summation of the neurons and could be placed before thres­
holding, as in Figure 3.3, or it could be placed after the values have been thresholded, 
as in Figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.4
Neural Net with Control After Threshold
The choice of placing the controller after thresholding in the new model is made 
for the following reasons. If the controller is placed prior to thresholding, there is an 
indication as to the strength of the decision to change the value of the neuron. This 
might appear as a valuable tool, but the additional problem of thresholding in the con­
troller made us decide to place the controller after thresholding. To control the thres­
holding as pan of the controller would have changed a basic characteristic of the sys-
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3.7.1. Hardware Needs
The actual physical implementation that directly connects to the synapses is 
called an Update Assist Vector (UAV). The important characteristics of the UAV are:
receive values from the line,
synchronize the system, and
place values on the line.
To accomplish these with the UAV, the following hardware solution is offered. 
Each synapse has a line that samples the value on the synapse (line a in Figure 3.6). 
The UAV has a line that inhibits the processing of information on the synapse (line b 
in Figure 3.6), and the controller has an inverter for each synapse to allow its value to 
be changed at the desire of the controller (line c in Figure 3.6). Figure 3.5 pictures the 
hardware at one synapse. The UAV is the set of all synapse controls combined into a 
single element.
O, b C
in
Figure 3 5  
An Element of the UAV
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3.7.2. Non-hardware Needs
The controller intercedes in the hardware of the system for the purpose of impos­
ing the results of external algorithms onto the system. The particular non-hardware 
systems presented in this chapter are separated into three levels:
1. Response Level - interacts with external entities,
2. Execution Level - controls the systems movement as to synchronization and input
of neuronal choices, and
3. Decision Level - a two-tiered level that consists of the particular decision to add
a neuron or update a neuron and the analysis of that choice.
These levels are not independent in their nature and interact very closely with 
both each other and the hardware. Listing them separately allows each one to be con­
sidered in regard to its individual processes. The non-hardware level is a triad, with 
each particular segment integral to every other part. The non-hardware segments are 
pictured in Figure 3.7.
CONTROLLER
Decision
Response Execution Level
Level Level
Analysis
Subsection
Figure 3.6
The Non-hardware Segments of the Controller
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3.7.2.I. Response Level
The response level of the controller interacts with any situations that are external 
to system. It is assumed that the response level determines if the system is in either a 
learning mode or a query mode. Additionally, the system needs be able to respond to 
both too much information being entered into the system and a probe stabilizing at an 
unacceptable solution.
Consider the system in the query mode. The Controller gives two responses to 
the user from a probe: solution and no solution. If the response from the controller is 
solution, then the user of the system simply notes the value of the output lines of the 
neural net for the stable point corresponding to the probe. A response of no solution 
to a query means that no valid stable point was obtained from the particular query. In 
this situation any response from the system can be ignored.
This mapping is from the probe to the binary output, in the following manner:
C( probe )-
solution if AS k is empty for some k
3 1
no solution if AS] is empty
where the values of AS and AS, are determined as follows:
ASk is the affective set for any level that is obtained by the Controller from the
synapses after an update, and
AS, is the reduced affective set for level one.
The actual method for reducing the affective set is discussed under backtracking 
in section 3.7.2.3. This can be summarized follows: if the set of neurons allowed for
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update is empty and the system is not stable, the system cannot achieve a satisfactory 
answer.
To actually implement the correspondence with an external source, the following 
items should be implemented by the response level. Two fields (neurons) indicate 
whether a solution has been determined. The introduction of a probe at level 0 
activates the UAV, setting the values to -1. In the event that a stable point is deter­
mined ( ASk = 0  for k > I ), then both fields are set to +1. In the event that no stable 
point can be determined (AS0 = 0  ), the system would set values to -1 and +1. In this 
manner, when a probe enters the system, it can be determined whether a solution has 
been obtained by probing the tag neurons.
3.7.2.2. The Execution Level
The controller must be able to achieve physical updating of the elements of the 
system. This controller will accomplish this by controlling the UAV, and will realize 
the methods for backtracking through retrieval, will recognize component values and 
will retain memory.
The execution level runs two segments that interact as needed. The hardware 
segment runs the UAV and physically controls the synapses. The non-hardware seg­
ment requires the system to execute different moves depending upon particular pro­
perties that have been ascertained. Additionally, the execution level is required to 
store information in the event of backtracking. To run the UAV, the execution level 
uses the following UAV controller to execute passes from a probe to a stable point.
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3.7.2.2.I. The UAV Control
The UAV control runs the system at different levels for each pass of the system 
through memory. A query entering the system is presumed to be at level 0, and the 
system runs a tree structure of k levels, 
level 0
When a probe enters the system in a query phase, the probe is considered at level
0. If any additional information (neuron values) is needed, it is appended to the 
query probe at this time. The probe is then placed into the physical neural net as 
a probe. As in the Hopfield model, this is accomplished by multiplying the probe 
by the transition matrix. From this information a new vector is acquired. The 
system is said to enter level 1 at this time.
level I
The UAV collects the output from the thresholded synapses (using Equation 2.1), 
and these values are compared, element by element, with the probe at level 0. 
From this comparison, the system obtains the affective set by listing any 
positions that have changed. If ASi is empty, the system is at a stable point and 
the controller responds with solution.
If AS^ is not empty, the decision segment of the controller is invoked. The 
decision segment will be discussed at length, but for the present only its effects 
are mentioned. The decision segment may choose to eliminate a neuron (or mul­
tiple neurons) from A Sl% if so A5j -> AS{. If A5t is empty, the controller
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responds with no solution. The decision segment may alternately downgrade a 
neuron by tagging it as a choice of last resort. If either AS, or AS, is not empty, 
the decision segment chooses a neuron for update and the system is updated, 
moving to level 2.
level k
For any level k ( k>0 ), A5k is obtained by comparing with ASk_x as in level
1. That is, if ASk is empty, the response level gives an answer of solution. If 
any neurons are not allowed, as in level 1, we obtain ASk . The main difference 
between level k and level 1 is what is accomplished when ASk is empty. If ASk 
is empty, the system backtracks to level k-1. The choice of neurons in the affec­
tive set (or reduced affective set) that was used to get to level k-1 is then elim- 
irated. The system then starts from level k-1 using ASk_, .
Notice that, in the case of the UAV controller, the system is defined recursively. 
Each level k has two possibilities. It can, if ASk is empty, stop the system with a solu­
tion. The only other possibility for the system is to call itself at another level, either 
k+1 or k-1. The k-1 level is invoked if there are no available choices and the system 
must backtrack a level to try to obtain a choice. The k+1 level is invoked if there is a 
viable level. The decision regarding which choice to make has not as yet been con­
sidered.
An additional point that should be emphasized is that to backtrack and start at a 
previous point, the system state for the previous point must have been stored. This
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could be implemented by a stack that holds the state of the system at every level it has 
visited. If any backtracking occurs, the system pops the stack to the previous state, 
any action necessary is taken and the system continues.
3.7.23. The Technique of Neuron Value Recognition
It is important that the system be able to recognize and consider any neuronal 
value. Since the system has the ability to set the value of any neuron, the system can 
poll the value of the synapse using the UAV and determine that particular value. This 
may not appear significant: however, in every case of improving the convergence, it is 
important that the system has the ability to set the values. Additionally, the controller 
must recognize the data and have the ability to update it.
3.7.2.4. The Technique of Backtracking
The problem can be visualized as one of managing a sequence of choices in such 
a way as to find a set of choices that leads to a solution. For example, in Section
2.3.1, we have two choices for the next update to be accomplished, x(3j —»-1 or x(4) —► 
1. Although x(4j —»-1 is a valid choice in the Hopfield model, it turns out to be a poor 
choice as the convergence is to a spurious state.
One approach to updating is the method of backtracking. We first describe it in a 
general form.
Backtracking can be applied to any computation with these properties:
1. There exists both a starting point and a goal.
2. The goal may be reached by starting at the starting point and following some 
path consisting o f defined operations separated by nodes. At each node, some
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arbitrary choice among a finite set must be made. An operation leading from  
one node to another can either succeed or fail. We say the computation blocks if 
an operation fails.
3. Depending on the sequence o f choices made, the computation will either reach 
its goal or block on some operation. I f  the computation blocks, we must back up 
one node and try another set o f choices.
A backtracking method will examine every choice and continue this technique 
until either the goal is obtained, or all the possible choices have been tried and have 
failed. Unfortunately, the computation may continue for quite a long time. In fact, it 
is important to know whether or not the number of operations is bounded. In the new 
model the system has a finite number of paths, and, therefore, will terminate in a finite 
number of steps.
There may be more than one path to an acceptable answer. However, the path 
taken depends on the order in which the choices, associated with nodes are tried. The 
system allows the controller to determine these choices and in no way allows the 
backtracking segment to involve itself in the decision process for that operation.
The backtracking method itself must be capable of backtracking in a neural net 
setting. To accomplish this it must have the following three abilities:
1. A forward move that allows the neural system to go forward in the search 
for a stable value. The system will use the choice from the controller which 
is one of the elements of the affective set. This operation continues until 
the system encounters one of the following situations:
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a) a path is blocked
b) the system reaches a stable point
c) a halt is reached
2. A backtrack move due to a blocked path. To accomplish a backtrack from a 
blocked path to an unblocked path, the execution level needs to have the 
last set of neuron values, the previous affective set, and the choice for 
update that was previously used for the previous level. For level k this is 
the state of the system at level k-1 with an elimination of a choice in the 
affective set.
3. A halt is obtained as there are no more levels to backtrack from (i.e., at 
level 1) and there are no more choices available.
3.7.2.4.I. Application of Backtracking to the Controller
Assume the system has as a probe the string (xj , x2 , • , x„ ) of finite length.
Assume that any required path information is available. To accomplish this at any 
point, place on the stack (1) the value of the probe (2) the affective set that is available 
(note that: any previous choices have been deleted) and (3) the choice for the next 
step.
A forward move in the system is a decision of a particular neuron to update, 
combined with the updating of the probe. This results in the move:
xj , x2 , • • , x j , • ■ • , xn —>X] , x2 , ■ ■ • , xjmv , * * • , xn where 1 < j £ n
This new vector is then multiplied by the transition matrix T, to form a new vec­
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tor p'. The new vector is compared to the old vector element by element for 
changes at particular positions in the new vector, forming the affective set at 
level k 045*). If every element is found to be unacceptable in ASh then that level 
from that path is considered blocked.
A backtrack move is implemented when a path is blocked. Upon returning to 
level k-1, the particular element that created the blocked state (j in this instance) 
is now removed from the affective set at level k-1, and changed back in the 
probe.
X! , x2 , ■ • ■ , Xjmv , ■ • * , x„ —>Xj , x2 , * • ■ , Xj , • ■ * , Xj, where 1 < j < n 
Using this technique, the path to the blocked state is itself effectively blocked, at
least through that path.
A halt happens whenever an element is removed from the system and the follow­
ing occurs. Since j has been removed from the affective set, that level may be 
empty. If that level is empty, the system will attempt to backtrack, thus created 
the possibility of trying to backtrack from level 1. There is no affective set for 
level 0, so not backtracking can occur to that level.
3.7.3. The Technique of Fixed Points
The Technique of Fixed Points exploits the controller’s capability to fix neuron 
values. In the Hopfield model, every element in AS has equal probability of updating 
the system. This is true even in cases where particular neurons have known values 
and are found in AS. This is not reasonable, as it does not make sense to allow the
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system to move from correct values to incorrect values during traversal of a path to a 
stable point.
The Technique of Fixed Points recognizes this fact and prohibits updating of 
neurons that are known to be correct. This is accomplished by removing from ASk 
any element that the system has determined to be fixed. For example, if an update 
produced an AS of ( xt, x4, xg ) and x4 is fixed, then the reduced affective set AS 
would consist of ( xlt x8 ). This blocks the controller from choosing x4 as the neuron 
to update. This is a technique that prohibits the system from ever updating that posi­
tion. Therefore, once the value of a point is fixed, it can not be altered.
3.7.4. The Decision Level
TTie decision level of the controller is the portion of the controller that deter­
mines which neuron to update. The decision is accomplished by utilizing an analysis 
sub-level of learned memories and rules. To augment the decision process, an algo­
rithm, or possibly a number of algorithms, must be chosen. There are two types of 
algorithms that are available to the user in the decision segment. The algorithms are 
those that assist in learning and retrieval, and those that assist in retrieval only.
Algorithms that assist in the learning process will have access to the information 
on the synapses as the information is being learned. This gives the system the ability 
to count, analyze and append information. Appending information is accomplished by 
adding neurons of particular values. This type of algorithm should obviously be 
chosen by the system before any information has been learned.
Decisions that assist in retrieval only have as their information all previous infor­
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mation obtained during learning and information, but do not input any information 
during the learning process. Analysis is completed with that information only, and a 
neuron is chosen to update the system.
3.7.4.I. Analysis Level
This level is comprised of the different analysis methods, the results of which are 
used to determine a choice for updating neurons in the retrieval process. It utilizes the 
execution level to add neurons if so desired, and implements fixed elements to assist 
in its duties.
This segment may be considered as analogous to the programming of a tradi­
tional computer. If the programmer determines that a summation technique is 
sufficient, then that technique would be used; in other cases, a complex arrangement 
of hashing and comparison may be necessary. Chapter 4 will explore some of these 
issues.
Chapter Four 
Algorithms Using the Asynchronous Controller
Some men’s memory is like a box, where a man should mingle his jewels with his
old shoes
Earl of Halifax
4.1. Introduction
This chapter discusses various methodologies for utilizing the controller. These 
algorithms are applied at the decision level of the controller. The addition of the con­
troller to a neural net might be compared to the addition of a steering mechanism to a 
car. While the steering mechanism provides the car’s operator with the capability to 
maneuver the vehicle, it also leaves open the possibility of steering into a tree, if not 
used correctly. From this analogy, we can see that any steering mechanism is only as 
good as its guidance control. In this chapter, algorithms arc presented that utilize the 
controller to improve the decision process in the system as the system converges to a 
stable point.
Five unique approaches that assist in the decision process are presented. The 
methods are: The Oracle, The Hidden Bit Method, The Method of Handles, the Fixed 
Point Method, and the Method of Acquired Information. The Oracle is a probabilistic 
assistance technique. The Hidden Bit Method adds a one bit field to improve recogni­
tion of complements. The Method of Handles adds a set of orthogonal tag bits to 
recognize indiviual memories. The Fixed Point Method is an a  priori data manipula­
tion technique to assist in acquiring a known element, and the Method of Acquired
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Information searches for partial information to lead to additional information.
In addition to the methods of convergence, a method is introduced that allows the 
system the option of not converging. While it is desirable to converge in most 
instances, situations do exist where avoiding convergence may be more reasonable. 
We have seen an example of this in section 2.3.7, where the information is simply not 
close enough to the probe to be a valuable match. The algorithm is referred to as the 
Naive solution.
Finally, in this chapter a section is dedicated to a discussion of the cost of deter­
mining stable points. An example is given to clarify the cost of different choices in 
the system.
If the probability of a particular value were known at a particular location in a 
probe vector, it might be able to assist in the decision process. If it were known that 
position k has a 90% probability of being a +1, the system might not wish to change 
that position to a -1 unless it had no other option, or it might decide to change it to a 
+ 1 for the same reason. One reason for this decision is that the probability of the 
stable point’s complement having a -1 in that position is 90%. This would increase 
the probability of the system stabilizing at a complement vector. An algorithm that 
would simply be the tally of neurons and provide this information to the decision pro­
cess could be invoked before a choice is made to update a particular neuron. This 
algorithm is referred as the Oracle.
As was shown earlier, almost every learned memory creates two stable points, 
the actual learned memory and its complement. This fact can be used to avoid com­
plements. To assist in avoiding complements, it is observed that if every learned
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memory started with +1, only learned memories and spurious states would begin with 
+1. The Hopfield model does not allow a position to be fixed in value; however, the 
addition of a controller permits this capability. The controller can tag every informa­
tion vector with an additional neuron that contains +1. With this, any element 
without +1 in that position can immediately be eliminated from consideration as a 
learned memory. This will be called the Hidden Bit Method, as a bit is placed onto 
the information at learning time by the system.
If one bit can assist the system, the question arises as to whether a set of bits 
might improve performance. In particular, the addition of orthogonal values as addi­
tional system information might give better performance during retrieval. This 
approach, called the Method of Handles, is of great significance as it is the first step 
towards indexing fundamental memories, and, therefore, testing a system for stable 
points without knowing their values.
An additional method that might be utilized is the idea of fixing the value of neu­
rons prior to the retrieval process. If a system has determined that a particular group­
ing of information contains a particular pattern, and the probe used indicates that pat­
tern is desired, then the system should fix that pattern. This is different from the 
Method of Handles in that the information is not appended to existing information, but 
determined to be part of the body of the information prior to commencement of 
retrieval. This is be referred to as the Fixed Point Method.
The final approach is accomplished during the actual retrieval process. When 
searching for a solution in a particular context, pieces of information that are 
discovered point to other information, often with some probability attached. In a
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neural net system with a controller, there is no reason that, if a certain pattern is 
discovered, it could not lead directly to other patterns. In this manner, the speed and 
direction of the search are improved for acquiring a particular soludons.
In a search process, a pointer or clue can possibly be misleading. This is due to 
the nature of discovered information. The process introduces clues, which are 
pointers to additional information. Clues have a positive correlation with additional 
material, but are not necessarily a strong correlation for all known information. This 
method is similar to fixing information at the beginning of the retrieval process, but it 
is accomplished during the actual execution of the neural net. This method is referred 
to as the Method of Acquired Information,
To illustrate how this last methodology might work, consider a query about an 
animal with a beak. If it is determined that the probe has gotten sufficiently close to a 
predefined set, i.e., bird, the information may force the additional constraint of the 
animal having wings upon the system. This could be accomplished by requiring an 
additional set of points in the probe to be fixed. The probe is then extended as if it had 
discerned the new constraint.
Each of these methods is designed to improve the possibility of obtaining a 
stable point in the system that corresponds to a learned memory. The reason a partic­
ular learned memory is desirable may vary, but the method is sufficiently flexible as to 
sustain this variability.
4.2. The Oracle
The Oracle examines global properties, particularly the numbers of elements
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that assist in the update procedure. The summation of elements is accomplished with 
a simple sequential procedure on the learned memories. This demonstrates how 
neural networks can be augmented using sequential processing techniques to improve 
their capability for obtaining a solution. This technique might alternately utilize 
neural nets for the procedure.
4.2.1. Definitions and Fundamental Conditions
The system of neural nets is presented with fundamental memories as vectors of 
information:
x (k) =  ( x t • x 2 - •  Xn )
where k represents the kth element of m fundamental memories and n is the number 
of neurons or positions in each vector. Using the Hopfield model, we know that the 
neurons (x;) of the vectors for i e [1 .. n] are either +1 or -1. As with the Hopfield 
model, we assume that the probability of either in any position is fifty percent:
Prob( x, = 1) = 0.5 V i £ m  4.1
In addition to the above requirement, it is important that all individual elements, 
as learned, are assumed independent. That is, whether or not a particular position is a 
particular value has no effect on the probability of any other primary element in the 
vector. This can be written as:
Prob( X; = a I Xj = b) = Prob( x; = a) V 1 5 i, j < m and a, b e  ( 1 1 )  4.2
In addition, the model assumes that the distribution of information points given
in the memory are themselves a random distribution of points. That is, that the indivi­
dual information vectors to be learned are not dependent on previous vectors.
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By applying the above concepts, we can state that the probability of a particular 
element being a +1 can be given by the equation:
m
Prob< x, = 1 ) = —  + 0.5 4.3
2 x  m
The value for the probability that x t equals -1 can be obtained as 1 - P (X; = 1 ).
However, in practice, it will not be necessary to know the probability of a partic­
ular value, only whether it is most likely the correct value for that position. To 
accomplish this, the Oracle will use a probability vector. This vector is obtained by 
using the probabilities (Equation 4.3) from each position.
£2 = ( Prob( X! = 1 ), Prob( x2 = 1 ), • * ■ Prob( x ^  = 1 ))  4.4
This vector contains values from 0 to 1, each dependent on the number of posi­
tive or negative elements at each neuron. This vector is used to give a general 
description of the system’s state for a particular neuron.
4.2.2. Methodology
The method uses the technique of creating the individual matrix T', an n by n 
matrix, from the outer product of the m fundamental memories ( x ^ j). These 
matrices are then summed to form the transition matrix T.
The transition matrix is used to obtain the stable point in the following manner. 
A probe vector (p) is then multiplied by the transition matrix as:
p T = p '  = ( X! , x2 xn )
These components form the new vector p', where the individual components of p are
compared with p' for changes in the sign of individual neurons. The set of all changes
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is the affective set. If there are no changes, then the point is stable. However, if there 
are changes, the changes in sign indicate the components that are possible candidates 
for change in the probe vector. With the Hopfield model, the technique chooses a 
neuron at random, changes the sign of that neuron, and restarts the process. This is 
where the decision segment of the controller consults the Oracle.
The Oracle offers a method to probabilistically improve the process of choosing 
a neuron to change once an affective set has been determined. The basic theory is that 
an improvement in the accuracy of the sign of any particular neuron will improve the 
probability of obtaining the correct stable point for the entire vector.
If the recommended change is assumed to be from -1 to +1, then technique gives 
a recommendation value ranging from 0 to +1. The range of values is considered to 
vary from not recommended to strongly recommended, based on the range 0 to +1. 
The set of recommendations is then searched for its largest value. Thus, the neuron 
most likely to lead to a correct value is chosen. If however, the recommended change 
is from +1 to -1, then 1 - P (x p l) is used for the recommendation value.
The change of sign is noted by its position, and is now considered as a set of 
suggestions to be analyzed. The Oracle vector is considered for each position and each 
probability is determined.
The values of the Oracle act as likelihood operators for each element. Since we 
have assumed the independence of each element, this technique simply improves the 
likelihood of getting that particular element chosen correctly.
TTte number of information vectors (m) is the same as the number of elements in
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position k. Obtaining a best choice for the k* position can be accomplished by look­
ing at the likelihood of either value, 0 or 1.
An additional area of concern is the probabilistic inference that is made by the 
Oracle. The fact that a decision is made using probabilistic information leads to some 
potential concerns that should be addressed.
First, the Oracle does require a few mathematical assumptions that effect the 
decisions and outlook of the system. It is assumed, as with the Hopfield model, that 
the probability of either binary value ( +1 or -1 ) for a neuron is 0.5. This assumption 
permits the observance of a 90% rate of +1 or -1 to something out of the ordinary. 
This also allows the system to consider a particular value to be of equal importance; 
therefore making the value of a significantly higher rate a more desirable choice. If 
the value itself were important, then the opposite value might even become more 
significant.
In fact, the Oracle determines a statistical hypothesis and tests against that 
hypothesis. In this instance, the hypothesis might be that the neuron value is a +1. 
This type of decision basis for a problem creates two types of errors. These are the 
same as the types of errors that occur in statistical hypothesis testing, Type i  errors 
and Type 11 errors. In Type I errors, a hypothesis is accepted that is not valid. In the 
Oracle, the decision to choose a neuron for update direction is made in a direction that 
may not be valid. In Type n  errors, a valid hypothesis is rejected due to insufficient 
data. This could occur in the Oracle if a path that should be taken is not taken due to 
insufficient data. The value that is determined as a minimal value for a decision is 
referred to as the 5 value.
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4.2.3. The Algorithm
This is a retrieval algorithm to improve the probability of convergence to a 
learned memory.
Step One: Determine a minimal value for the decision 8
Step Two: Determine a Positional Probability Vector Q
Develop a vector £2 of length n using Equation 4.3 such that each position 
contain the probability 0 ), of that neuron being the value one (+1). Note, the 
value of the position being minus (-1) will be 1 — (Oj.
Step Two: Obtain the Affective Set
Apply the probe to neural net and collect the affective set.
Step Three: Select the element to update
From the affective set, choose the largest value out of CO; .for a recommen­
dation to a +1 or 1 -  <0p for a recommendation of -1. (Assume (Op for clar­
ity). If (0  ^ - 5 £ 0, then update neuron i. If (Oj - 8 < 0, then randomly select 
the next neuron from AS, updating the corresponding neuron.
Step Four: Repeat Until Complete
Repeat steps two and three until an affective set is nul.
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The actual job of the Oracle is to keep track of the probability that a neuronal 
position is a particular value. When the system is run during retrieval, if there are 
large values then they can be exploited. That is, to find a neuronal probability 
significantly different from 0.5 as to merit using it as a selection.
4.2.4. Example
A small system is illustrated that exemplifies the utilization of the method, even 
though the system does not have a great number of learned vectors. The vectors that 
the system has learned are:
x(1)= (  1 ,-1 , 1 ,-1 , 1, 1 , - 1 )
x(2)= ( - l , - l ,  1, -1.  -1 , 1, 1 ) 
x(3) = ( 1, 1, 1 ,-1 , 1, -1,  1)
The 6 value is chosen as 1.0 in this instance, as there is not a great deal of data. These
learned memories have a probability vector ( ) of:
Q = ( 0.67, 0.33, 1.0, 0.0, 0.67, 0.67, 0.67 )
The probabilities represent the probabilities that the values, if arbitrarily deter­
mined, would be +1. This is an arbitral y choice and could have just as easily 
represent the probability of being -1.
From this set o f learned memories we obtain the transition matrix:
0 1 1 - 1  3 -1  -
1 0 - 1  1 1 - 3
1 - 1  0 - 3  1 1
T = -1  1 - 3  0 -1  -1  -
3 1 1 - 1  0 -1  -
-1 -3  1 - 1 - 1  0 -
- 1  1 1 - 1  - 1  - 1  0
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The following probe is applied to the learned system:
p = ( —1 -1 +1 +1 -1 -1 +1 )
From this, we obtain the new probe:
p ' = ( - l  +1 -1 -1 -1 +1 +1 )
Resulting in the affective set:
AS = ( 2, 3, 4, 6 )
From this set, the Oracle determines the probability of each individual neuron being 
changed to a new value.
The probability that position 2 should be a +1 is 0.33.
The probability that position 3 should be a -1 is 0.0.
The probability that position 4 should be a -1 is 1.0.
The probability that position 6 should be a +1 is 0.67.
From this set of choices, the Oracle concludes that the proper choice for change 
is position 4 from +1 to -1. This is done, and a new set of choices is given as:
p = ( -1  +1 +1 -1  -1 +1 +1 )
Yielding a new affective set:
AS = ( 2, 6 )
The probability of each neuron is given as tOj = prob( x2 = 1 ) = 0.33, and the o>6 
= prob( x6 = 1 ) = 0.67. Since neither value is greater than the predesignated 6 value 
of 1.00, the system randomizes among the two to determine a value.
4.2.5. Proof of Correctness
Two important questions need to be addressed when probabilistic updating is
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used:
Does the system converge to a fixed point?
Does the use o f probabilistic updating improve the system?
Consider probabilistic updating, which incidendy has no backtracking, in termes 
of the choice of paths it takes. When a path is chosen, it will invariably be a path that 
is a possible path for the Hopfield model. This leads to the conclusion that it must 
exhibit the properties of the Hopfield model for that path.
Theorem: Probabilistic updating of a  probe using the asynchronous model
converges to a  fixed point.
Proof: Consider the decision to choose a particular element for updating. This
element is also an element of the affective set 04S) of the Hopfield 
model. Therefore, each position updated is equivalent to an update 
decision in the Hopfield model. Since the Hopfield model always con* 
verges (section 2.3.9), then it converges for any particular decision to 
update elements that form any path. Therefore, the path chosen by the 
probabilistic updating method will converge to a fixed point.
To answer the second question, it is imperative that an understanding exists as to 
what is meant by an improvement to the system. The type of improvement that is 
considered is an improvement to the probability of stabilizing at a learned memory. 
Every system has approximately 50% of its stable points created by complements of 
learned memories or complements of spurious states.
Theorem:
Proof:
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Probabilistic updating can  improve the probability of a probe s ta ­
bilizing at a learned memory.
There are three cases to consider.
Case 1: The probability (P) of a probe p; of obtaining a learned
memory is zero (P = 0).
If P=0, then no path can improve the probability of obtaining 
a learned memory.
Case 2: The probability of a probe p obtaining a learned memory is
one (P = 1 ).
If P=l,  then any path will lead to a learned memory and no 
choice of path can improve the probability.
Case 3: The probability of a probe obtaining a learned memory is
grater than zero and less than one (0 < P < 1 ).
Assume that a probe must go to level k to achieve stability. 
Since the probability of a +1 or -1 is assumed to be 50%, the 
probability of obtaining a learned memory versus a comple­
ment memory is 50%. This is obtained by summing the pro­
bability of each element for each path. The probability of 
each path is I~J 0.5. These are summed over all paths and
k
approximately 50% is achieved.
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Consider the following two cases for x;:
a. For all xit o)j £ 8.
Since no element has a value great enough to implement 
the system the values of the probabilities do not change.
b. For some xit ti)j > 8.
Since the system uses the update method, the probability 
of the value being a learned memory is 8, which is an 
increase of 8 - 0.5. Therefore, the probability of obtain- 
ing a learned memory at some level is increased by 8 - 
0.5. This increase is translated to the increase 8 - 0.5 +
n o s .
k-1
4.3. The Hidden Bit Method
The Hidden Bit method is designed to eliminate the convergence to the set of 
complementary stable points. We have seen that one problem with the Hopfield 
model is that, when any fundamental memory is learned by the system, its comple­
ment becomes a stable point in that system ( section 2.3.3 ). This is due to the 
definition of the system using +1 and -1. The Hidden Bit method uses the probabilis­
tic characteristics of the new model, and backtracking to disallow the stabilization at a 
complementary point.
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4.3.1. Definitions and Fundamental Conditions
We have seen, in the Hopfield model, the systems are chosen to have n neurons 
(X;). Each neuron is an element of the memory system:
x<k) = (xi.x2 Xn)
The control has the ability to activate additional neurons to assist in the learning pro­
cess. We will utilize an additional neuron in a position that is referred to as a hidden 
bit position. This is normally located in the first position, for clarity.
4.3.2. The Methodology
The system is an n+1 neuron system. As each fundamental memory is learned 
by the system, a tag bit of +1 is placed on the end of the vector hidden from the user. 
Each augmented vector that is learned will now look as follows:
x OO+ =  ( + 1 > x i . x 2------ -- xn)
Therefore, all memories that are intended to be in the system will have an additional
+1 that has been apppended. To obtain a solution to a query, the system will require a
+ 1 in the first position.
As the system goes from a learning mode, to a retrieval mode the system sets the 
method of fixed point retrieval to require a +1 in the first position. This is accom­
plished by the hardware using the method of Neuron Value Recognition (see section 
3.7.3). This combination defines a situation with a strong attracter in the first position 
and therefore guarantees that this position will either be a +1 or no solution will be 
found for that particular probe.
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4.3.3. Analysis
Appending a tag bit accomplish s two specific points that improve the retrieval 
process. By appending +1 to the information, it is guaranteed that every fundamental 
memory is defined at least a Hamming distance of two from every fundamental 
memory complement. Clearly, this alone does not accomplish much that the Hopfield 
model does not already possess as a capability. The significant aspect of the Hidden 
Bit Method is that it gives a position that has a known value.
The retrieval process is accomplished in the following manner. A probe that 
enters the system immediately has a tag field with a one in it placed on the end. The 
probability of allowing the tag field to be chosen for updating is set to zero. Using 
this technique, the tag field can never change from a +1 to a -1. The system is there­
fore never allowed to stabilize at a complementary stable point. The system cannot 
ever give as its answer to the probe anything other than fundamental memories or 
spurious states with a +1 in the first position.
This method guarantees that the probability of a complementary stable point is 
zero. It does not guarantee that spurious states will not be obtained. For spurious 
data, their complements will also be recognized.
4.3.4. The Algorithm
This is The Hidden Bit algorithm for improving the learning and retrieval 
processes of the model.
Learning
Step One (L): Append a positive one (+1) to any information that is learned in
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the hidden bit position.
Retrieval
Step One (R): Set the Control to the Fixed Value of +1 in the hidden bit posi­
tion.
The value for the fixed point is set in the control structure.
Step Two (R): Obtain the Affective Set
Using the usual method of obtaining updates, obtain the set of values to 
change.
Step Three (R): Disallow Bad Elements
In the set of neurons that might change, remove any element that would 
change the values of fixed element. If there are no element left in the set, 
then backtrack to a previous level. If there are no other iterations, stop.
Step Four (R): Repeat Until Done
Repeat steps Two (R) and Three (R) until the set is null.
It should be pointed out that there is no guarantee that the system will determine 
a stable point associated with a particular probe. In the case of a probe having no path 
to a stable point, the probe could then use a technique such as simulated annealing
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[Kirk] to enhance the possibility of finding a path. However, this is of no concern to 
this technique.
4.3.5. Example
The following example demonstrates how a system could add a tag field of +1 
onto the left-most position for n = 7 neurons. Assume the fundamental memories are:
x(1) = ( - l .  1 , - 1 . - 1 ,  1, 1, 1 ) 
x(2) = ( 1, 1, 1, -1,  1, -1,  1 )
x(3) = ( - l , - 1 , - 1 , - 1 , - 1 ,  1, 1 )
From these the following transition matrix is formed:
0 1 3 1 1 -3
1 0 1 -1 3 -1
3 1 0 1 1 -3
1 -1 1 0 -1 -1
1 3 1 1 0 -1
-3 -1 -3 -1 -1 0
-1 1 -1 1 1 1
Consider the possibilities when the probe:
p = ( 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, -1,  1 ) 
is entered into the system. This probe is a Hamming distance of 1 from the third
learned memory (x(3)). This is attributed to a difference in position seven (7) as the 
probe has a +1 in that position and the learned memory has a -1. Additionally, the dis­
tances between the probe and the other learned memories are six (6) and three (3). It
would be assumed that this probe would therefore stabilize at this point. The affective
set that is obtained is ( 4,7 ):
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AS = ( 4 , 7 )
If the seventh position is chosen and updated, the desired result is obtained; however, 
if the forth position is chosen and updated, then another stable point is obtained. This 
stable point is a complement of one of the other learned memories.
To apply the new technique, we tag each memory with an additional neuron that 
is fixed at +1 as the memory is learned. The learned memories are then:
x(1)= ( 1 - 1  1 - 1  1 1 1 1 )
x(2) = ( 1 1 1 1 - 1  1 - 1  1 )
X(3) =  ( 1 - 1  - 1  - l - i - i  1 1 )
With the corresponding transition matrix:
■ 0 -1 1 -1 -3 1 1 3 '
-1 0 1 3 1 1 -3 -1
1 1 0 1 -1 3 -1 1
-1 3 1 0 1 1 -3 -1
-3 1 -1 1 0 -1 -1 1
1 1 3 1 -1 0 -1 1
1 -3 -1 -3 -1 -1 0 1
3 -1 1 -1 -3 1 1 0
With the new system, apply the original probe to a slightly enlarged system:
p = ( 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, -1,  1 )
The affective set obtained is:
AS=  ( 1, 5, 8 )
This is probably not too surprising as the forth position has now shifted to the fifth 
position and the seventh position has now shifted to the eighth position. Therefore,
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these two are the same update selections as previously. The fact that the first position 
is in the affective set means that the system is attracted to a point that is not allowed. 
The affective set for level 1 becomes:
AS, '= (5,  8 )
A choice is now obtained from this reduced affective set (AS). If the eighth position 
is updated, the desired result and correct stable point is reached. If, however, the fifth 
position is chosen, the system offers as an affective set:
AS7 = ( 1 )
Since position 1 is not allowed, the affective set is reduced by removing 1 as a choice 
and it becomes:
AS2 = 0
Since this set is empty, the system backtracks to level 1 and eliminates the selection 
the fifth position, resulting in:
AS{ = ( 8 )
The system now stabilizes at the correct memory.
4,3.6. Proof of Correctness
The purpose of this method is to eliminate a solution for a probe that is a comple­
ment vector to a learned memory.
Theorem: The Hidden Bit Method does  not allow the system  to stabilize at
a  complement vector to a  learned memory
Proof: For every learned memory x(l) an additional element of +1 is added to a
hidden bit position on the vector. Therefore, the complement to any
vector will have the complement to that value (-1) in the hidden bit 
position. Since the system removes the position from the affective set, 
that position can never be changed to a * 1. Therefore, no complement 
can ever be a stable point in the controlled system.
4,3.7. Sample Results
To obtain insight into the results that might be obtainable using this method, 
sample results of various systems are included in table 4.1, noting their global proper­
ties. In this instance, it is assumed that each attraction basin has the same size for 
each stable point.
Table 4.1 illustrates that using the Hidden Bit Method usually improves the 
overall probability of obtaining a fundamental memory. Unfortunately, in some cases 
adding a bit actually creates extra spurious states and the system deteriorates. The 
particular effect of adding a single bit may well decrease as the size of the system 
increases. Notice that adding a similar bit is approximately 14% of the information 
vector. Since it is known that spurious states are created from iinear combinations of 
states, it seems reasonable that the addition of 1% or 2% as tags would not influence 
the creation of spurious states as significantly.
The system showed remarkable improvement in the probability of obtaining 
learned memories. The decrease in improvement from smaller to larger is at present 
unaccounted. It may well have to do with the inability of the smaller system to hold 
the same number of information vectors as larger systems. Therefore, an assistance
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A Sample Table of Results 
for One Added Bit 
Using 7-bit Information
Hopfield Model New Method
% %
/ c s Correct / c s Correct
1 1 0 50 1 0 0 100
1 1 0 50 0 0 2 0
3 2 0 60 2 0 0 100
w 1 0 66 1 0 1 50
2 2 1 40 3 0 0 100
3 3 0 50 3 0 4 43
3 3 0 50 3 0 0 100
2 2 0 50 2 0 0 100
2 0 0 100 2 0 0 100
4 2 0 67 4 0 0 100
1 1 0 50 3 0 0 100
1 1 2 25 1 0 0 100
where:
/ potential fundamental stable points
c potential complement stable points
s potential spurious stable points
<4.
c c -  0, no stable point complements allowed
Table 4.1
technique might be more valuable to a system that is having problems.
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A Sample Table of Observed Improvement 
for Certain Values of N
N
Hopfield 
% Correct
New Method 
% Correct
Observed
Improvement
7 51.4 86.4 35.0
8 49.8 89.5 39.7
9 48.6 88.6 40.0
10 46.4 68.0 21.6
11 44.7 78.8 32.1
12 38.2 61.6 23.4
13 39.1 62.2 23.1
14 38.7 61.7 23.0
Table 4 .2
4.4. Method of Handles
The Method of Handles is offered as a technique to append data to information 
prior to learning, in an effort to improve the ability of the system to retrieve it. The 
previous method used a single appended bit to assist in the retrieval of valid results. 
This method extends that concept to appending multiple bits, referred to as handles.
4.4.1. Definitions and Fundamental Concepts
Handles exist in two varieties, group handles and orthogonal handles. The pur­
pose of the group handles is to tag a particular piece of information as belonging to a 
group. This is accomplished by appending the same handle to any element in that 
group. If, during the retrieval process, that particular handle appears, then the system 
may assume that this indicates that particular group is desired. A potential problem is 
that of encouraging linear combinations in the memory, thus causing spurious states.
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The second type of handle is the orthogonal handle. These handles are 
specifically chosen as to be unique for each piece of information. If these handles are 
orthogonal, the linear combination of the handles would be easily recognizable and 
therefore rejected.
The remainder of this section deals exclusively with orthogonal handles. The 
group handle can be treated as if it were pan of the information, and not appended by 
the system. It may therefore be considered in the section on the Fixed Point Method.
4.4.2. Methodology
The system will only append orthogonal vectors to discourage the creation of 
linear combinations of information vectors, thus avoiding the formation of spurious 
stable points. It is instructional to digress on the matter of orthogonality.
If two vectors are orthogonal, their inner product is zero. The linear combination 
of any set of the orthogonal vectors cannot create one of the original vectors. It has 
been mentioned that one type of spurious state is a direct result of linear combinations 
of learned memories. This approach eliminates the possibility of obtaining this type 
of spurious state as a result of retrieval.
4.4.3. Algorithm
This is a learning and retrieval algorithm to assist in convergence to specific 
learned memories.
Learning
Step One (L): Develop the Handles
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Select the desired size of the handle for the information. Develop v orthog­
onal vectors of length k ( v < k ).
Step Two (L): Add the Handles
Concatenate the handles to the information during the learning process.
Retrieval
Step One (R): Set the Control to the Fixed Values
In the control structure, the values for the handles are initialized to their 
known values. Thus, the system sets them as noncandidates in an affective 
set.
Step Two (R): Obtain the Affective Set
Probe the system and obtain an affective set from the UAV.
Step Three (R): Disallow Undesirable Elements
From the set of neurons that might change, remove any that are disallowed 
by step one. If there are no element left in the set, then backtrack to a pre­
vious iteration. If there are no other iterations, stop.
Step Four (R): Repeat Until Done
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Repeat steps Two (R) and Three (R) until the set is null.
The importance of the separation of the learning segment from the retrieval seg­
ment in this algorithm should be noted, due to the potential complexity of the learning 
algorithm.
4.4.4. Example
To illustrate this technique, consider three fundamental memories. For the three 
fundamental memories, three orthogonal handles are chosen to be added to the sys­
tem. In the example illustrated, the three fundamental memories happen to 
correspond to a simple set of 1, 2 and 3. The only real requirement is that they are 
orthogonal. This particular system is compared to a system with the same learned 
memories, including the handles, to demonstrate the difference in the retrieval tech­
niques.
Consider the fundamental memories to be:
= i . - i .  i. 1* K n
x(2) = ( 1, 1,-1,  1 )
x(3) = ( - l ,  - l . - I , - 1 , - 1 .  1, 1)
and the handles are:
h(1) = ( - l , - l ,  1 ) 
h(2) = ( - l ,  1 , - 1 )  
h(3) = ( 1 , - 1 , - 1  )
By appending the handles to the fundamental memories, we obtain the set of funda­
mental memories as:
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=  ( —1, “ 1, 1, - 1, 1 , - 1, 1, 1, 1, 1 ) 
h(2)X(2) = ( - 1- 1* 1» 1» l . —1. 1)
h(3)X(3) = ( 1, —1, —11 —1, —1, —1, — 1, —1, I, 1 )
and the transition matrix is determined to be:
0 -1 —1 -1 -3 1 -1 -3 1 -1  '
-1 0 —1 3 1 1 -1 1 -3  -1
-1 -1 0 -1 1 1 3 1 1 -1
-1 3 -1 0 1 1 -1 1 -3  -1
-3 I 1 1 0 -1  1 -1  1
1 1 1 1 -1 0 1 -1 -1  -3
-1 -1 -1 1 1 0 1 1 -1
-3 1 1 1 -1  1 0 -1 1
1 -3 1 -3 -1 -1  1 -1 0 1
-1 -1 - 3 -1 1 - 3  -1 I 1 0
The system is now examined by applying the probe:
p = ( - l , - l ,  1 , - 1 , - I .  1, 1, 1, 1, 1 )
It is desirable for this system to converge to the fundamental memory x(1). Another
way to look at it, is that it is imperative that it converge to the probe labeled with a (
-1, -1, 1). At level one the affective set is:
A5, = ( 1,5, 6, 8, 10)
However, it is known that the first position must remain a -1, so the affective set is 
reduced accordingly:
A 5/ = ( 5, 6, 8, 10)
If the Oracle is now consulted, the following probabilities are found for the four 
positions:
f l  = ( 0.67, 1.0,0.33, 0.0)
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The Oracle would certainly decide to update position six (6). From this decision a 
new affective set is determined, AS^ = ( 5 ). The stable point is directly obtained by 
updating this value.
4.4.5. Proof of Correctness
The Method of Handles is designed to allow a system to refine its choices. This 
improves the probability of retrieving a correct element by improving the learning of 
the system. The improved learning is utilized to obtain an improved probability of 
converging on a learned memory.
Theorem: The Method of Handles can  improve the probability of obtaining
a  learned memory.
Proof: The probability of obtaining a correct solution for a system is the sum
of the probabilities of obtaining a correct solution for each path. 
Therefore, it is sufficient to improve the probability of obtaining a 
correct solution for each path. The probability of obtaining a correct 
solution for a path is the product of the probability of obtaining a 
correct solution at each level. The probability for obtaining a correct 
solution at any level j can be determined as the number of elements at 
level j that return a correct solution, divided by the number of elements 
at level j. The Method of Handles eliminates elements at any level j 
that directly lead to an undesirable answer. Therefore, the probability 
of obtaining a correct solution at level j is greater with the Method of
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Handles. Hence, the probability is improved for that path.
4.5. Method of Fixed Point Retrieval
Fixed Point Retrieval is so named because it assumes a portion of the informa­
tion is fixed prior to retrieval. Although it is considered to be strictly a retrieval algo­
rithm, it is used as a rear-end addition to group handles. The system fixes particular 
portions of the primary probe and these elements are not allowed to vary.
4.5.1. The Methodology for Fixed Point Retrieval
We will assume know information exists that, when encoded, should not change 
throughout the retrieval process. This means that the only acceptable solutions to a 
probe with a fixed portion of information are those that only contain this fixed portion.
4.5.2. Algorithm
The method of fixed point retrieval is a learning and retrieval algorithm to 
improve the probability of converging to specific learned memories. This is an algo­
rithm to improve the learning and retrieval process of the Hopfield model by fixing 
portions of the information.
Learning
Step One (L): From the information given, determine if there are fixed patterns. 
Retrieval
Step One (R): Fix a Portion of the Probe Vector
At level 0, a portion of the probe vector is determined to be fixed. This is 
accomplished by setting the UAV control to the respective values.
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Step Two (R): Obtain the Affective Set
Using the usual method of obtaining updates, obtain the set of values to 
change form the UAV control.
Step Three (R): Disallow Undesired Elements
In the set of neurons that might change, remove any that would change the 
values of fixed elements. If there are no element left in the set, then back­
track to a previous iteration. If there are no other iterations, stop.
Step Four (R): Repeat Until Done
Repeat steps Two (R) and Three (R) until the set is null.
Notice that the retrieval method in the Fixed Point Method is identical to the 
Method of Handles. In both cases, the result of one portion of the solution is known 
prior to stabilization at a point.
4.6. The Method of Acquired Information
The Method of Acquired Information differs from the Fixed Point Retrieval 
Method in two ways. First, the elements of the probe are fixed during updating of the 
probe; second it is based on the creation of clues. This method assumes that the sys­
tem is searching for information that contains multiple keys. If a portion of a probe 
resembles a key, then that portion of the vector becomes a fixed point. This could ini­
tiate a probe with the original data for the probe replaced with the new information, or
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continue with the probe at that level with the remaining elements as they were when 
the resemblance was discovered.
4.6.1. Definitions and Fundamental Concepts
The system determines a path, or choice of neuron updates, based on the 
discovery of certain patterns of neurons. These patterns are either in the probe as it 
enters the system or become pan of the probe through the update process. The pat­
terns that the probe is checked against are called keys, and the patterns that are 
discovered in the probe are called clues. The keys that are matched to the set of 
recommended neurons are update choices; these are called the suggestion base.
4.6.2. Methodology
The controller contains a set of keys prior to the actual retrieval process. The 
keys are linked to the update of one or several recommended neurons. In the search 
process, the controller checks at every level for a match to any of the keys. If a match 
is discovered, the affective set is examined for a match to the suggestion base. If one 
or more matches are present, then only those matches are used to make a decision dur­
ing the update process. If there is no match, then the process updates as a random pro­
cess.
4.6.3. Algorithm
This is an algorithm to improve the learning and retrieval process of the 
Hopfield model.
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Learning in the Controller
Step One (L): Develop the Set of Keys
The set of keys is placed in the controller for comparison to the probe as it 
is updated by the system.
Retrieval
Step One (R): Input the Probe and Obtain the Affective Set
Step Two (R): Compare the Set of Keys for matches using the Affective Set as 
Possible Updates
For each key, compare the probe to the key to see if any possible match 
exists. This comparsion is done using combinations of elements of AS and 
the probe.
Step Three (R): Determine an Update Element
If an element from AS could create a key, use that element to update the 
probe. If there is no choice that will accomplish this task, randomize over 
the set of elements to obtain a choice.
Step Four (R): Repeat Until Done
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Repeat steps Two (R) and Three (R) until the set is null.
Again, the separation of the control instructions and the system update should be 
noted.
4.6.4. Example
In the following system, assume the learned memories are:
x(1) = ( - l , - l ,  1, 1 , - 1 , - 1 ,  1, 1, -1 ) 
x(2) = < 1, 1, 1, 1, 1,-1,  1, 1,-1 )
x(3)= (  1 , - 1 , - 1 , - 1 , - 1 , - 1 ,  1, 1,-1 )
In addition, the controller has acquired the following key:
1 1» 1* 1 1  
This means that, if a situation arises such that updating a particular neuron would
result in the formation of the key, then this updating should be performed. If, in this
instance, two out of the three key neurons were +1 and the choosing of a third neuron
would form the key, then this set should be chosen.
Then, for the probe:
p = < 1, -1,  1,-1,  1, -1,  l . - l . - l  )
The affective set and the probabilities are obtained as:
AS — ( 2 3 4 5 8 )
£2= ( 0.33 0.33 0.67 0.67 1.00)
Clearly, a correct choice at this point is to update the eighth position, as it has a very 
high probability of being a +1 in a fundamental memory:
AS = ( 2 4 5 )
f l =  ( 0.33 0.67 0.67)
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At this point, the key might be noted and the second position chosen over the others 
that have a higher probability of obtaining a learned memory, but do not lead to a key 
component. In doing so, the affective set and the probabilities are then obtained as:
A S = (  4 )
Q -  ( 0.67 )
Which leads to the fundamental memory:
p = ( 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, -1,  1, l . - l  )
An important point to note is that by choosing either 4 or 5 to update prior to choosing 
2, this system will not stabilize at the same fundamental memory.
4.7. Naive Solution
Another potential problem in neural nets is that of a naive solution to a query. A 
naive system might have too little, or the wrong kind, of information to truly be util­
ized as a method to recall particular data. Since the asynchronous method always 
gives a solution, some restrictions might be arguably added. In a naive system, we 
may assume that any query, may be a significant distance in the neural net from any 
point the neural net has learned. If this is the case, it may be useful to add an addi­
tional constraint to the backtracking method. This constraint would allow a termina­
tion of a search, or minimally, a path that is not sufficiently similar to a particular 
stable point.
4.7.1. Definitions and Fundamental Conditions
It is assumed that information should be within a prescribed distance of stable 
point s, called the realm o f similarity of s. A probe that is not in a realm of knowledge
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of s is considered too far away from s to have s as its solution. However, there is no 
way to know, prior to the probe, where it will be in the system. To determine its deci­
sion, the method can stop a probe that has gone through too many levels in search of a 
stable point. Since the updating technique always converges, if the probe has 
searched too many steps, then it was originally too far from s. Stopping the process­
ing along a path is considered the same as a blocked state.
Assume that a neural net has n elements. This creates a space of 2n points. A 
boundary value of 0 is assumed, such that if the level k > 0, then the probe is not in 
the realm of similarity of s. We assume that the query is not in the realm of 
knowledge of the stable point if it is not stable after at level k. This eliminates a very 
long search path to a stable point.
4.7.2. Algorithm for a Naive System
This algorithm is implemented to eliminate search paths that are too long. That 
is, the method eliminates solutions that are simply too far away from a stable point to 
be considered as a match for the probe.
Step One: Determine a Boundary Value
Determine a distance 0, such that if such that if 3 p such that I p - s I > 0 , 
then information contained in p is dissimilar enough to s as to ignore it as a 
solution. That is, it is outside the realm of similarity of s.
Step Two: Apply the retrieval method for level k, k £ 0 .
1 0 0
Step Three: If k > 0, then set ESk = 0  otherwise repeat step two until done.
4.7.3. Analysis
It has been shown in section 2.3.7 that a situation can occur that leads to a solu­
tion that is not logically close enough to be satisfying as a solution. The system has 
the ability to define a maximal difference ( 0 ) such that it can differentiate between 
values that are sufficiently close and those that are not.
In the example in section 2.3.7, the probe was a Hamming distance of four from 
the solution. If the maximal value 0 had been set at 30%, then not more than 2 neu­
ronal values would have been allowed to change. In this situation, there would have 
been no solution.
The problem of no solution can be dealt with as indicated in section 3.7.2.1 by 
the technique of processing tag bits. The processing tag bits are set if the system ter­
minates for all paths.
Consider how a response might turn out to be naive. Assume a child has only 
learned a few groupings, such as bird, fish, dog and person. Then, if a child sees a 
robin, he correctly categorizes it to be a bird. An artificial neural net should work the 
same way. If the child sees a whale swimming in the ocean, the response would be a 
fish. An adult might be amused at the lack of knowledge and correct the child. After 
learning that the whale breaths air, has hair, hand-like skeletal structures for fins, and 
also has mammary glands, we classify it as a mammal. This was made possible by the 
additional learned memories have been added to the system. If the system has not 
learned very many of the whale's characteristics, it might be best not to even attempt
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to classify the whale.
This type of situation brings about the introduction of a technique to respond to 
naive systems. A system can now be compared to other systems in regards to the 
overall system accuracy, where one system has not obtained a great deal o f knowledge 
and one that has been trained extensively.
4.8. Cost of Decisions
The techniques introduced in this work have implicitely assumed that the 
retrieval probability for all learned memories is equal. This may not be true for many 
applications.
Neural nets, when used as an associative memory or as a pattern-recognition 
machine, may be viewed as a process for deciding between two hypotheses. For 
example, a neural net that stores images may be used to determine whether or not an 
image that is presented to it, is in its memory. The two hypotheses that are now asso­
ciated with the experiment are:
(i) Image recognized
(ii) Image not recognized
The probe, if it corresponds to a stored image, may be viewed as a stored pattern 
that is corrupted by noise [Shan48]. Thus, we are not dealing with a unique learned 
pattern, but rather with a family of patterns.
Consider the example o f a neural net on a ship, being used to detect submarines 
based on the information picked up by its hydrophone sensors. Consider further that it 
is designed to operate in a time of hostility. If the network fails to recognize an
enemy vessel, the ship might be lost. On the other hand, if the neural net announces 
an enemy vessel, when in reality there is none, the ship may take evasive maneuvers. 
Each of these responses, in addition to the correct responses o f the neural net, has an 
associated cost. However, these costs are not identical. TTierefore, some decisions are 
more costly to ignore than others.
If the a priori probability of the hypotheses are known and the costs of each 
response can be computed, then the Bayesian criterion can be used to minimize the 
average cost. If the cost values as well as the a  priori probabilities o f the hypotheses 
are unknown, then one needs to use the Neymann-Pearson criterion. The criteria may 
now be incorporated in the asynchronous controller.
Chapter Five 
An Applications to Phonology
Do what the left half o f my brain is thinking, not what the right half is saying.
Anonymous
5.1. Introduction
In the endeavor to create computers that can deal with natural language, scien­
tists have dealt separately with the production and perception of speech. NETtalk is 
the neural net approach to speech developed by Sejnowski and Rosenberg [Sejn861. 
It uses a supervised learning algorithm that trains on a chosen body of text. The 
neural network automatically embodies the phonological regularities that are used for 
pronunciation.
In one approach to speech perception, a neural net transforms acoustic informa­
tion into letters [Koho88] and thereby obtains the words. While this approach has 
achieved some success, it suffers from some inherent weaknesses. It is known acous­
tic and phonological data do not always form a one to one transition, and, therefore a 
direct translation is not always possible. Furthermore, as such a system must be 
trained to a particular voice to be able to respond to individual styles of speech.
A neural net with an asynchronous controller creates a bicameral structure that 
allows conditional rules for speech perception. This application to phonology will 
now be described.
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5.2. The Phonological Model
In phonology, we consider at least three levels of representation: (a) systematic 
phonemic, (b) systematic phonetic, and (c) physical phonetic [Fost85] . A fourth level 
between a and b, called (a') classical phonemic, is no: actually a true level of represen­
tation [Chom64], but is well known in the field.
The levels a, a', and b arc at the psychological/mental level [Fost85] and are 
defined in terms of distinctive features (DF’s), each segment being designated by a DF 
matrix. These levels are related by phonological rules as stated in terms of DF’s 
[Fost85] . Level c is defined at the physical phonetic level and is described in terms of 
acoustic information (perception) and articulatory movements (production). We are 
most concerned here with the acoustic informadon. It is frequently emphasized 
[Park77, Repp81, Fost85] that there is no isomorphic mapping (one to one) from lev­
els a, a', and b to speech production or to the properties of sound at level c. Instead, 
perception of phonological segments (mental entities) depends on acoustic cues, 
which may not be uniquely or invariantly associated with that segment (see [Buck871 
regarding problems this non-isomorphism has caused for linguists working in other 
languages). Thus, there are two relevant components of phonology that must be 
modeled: mental/psychological (systematic and classical phonemics and systematic 
phonetics) and physical (physical phonetics). Relations among the psychological lev­
els may be mapped isomorphically, but those between the physical and psychological 
levels cannot be.
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5.2.1. Example
Consider the distinction between pairs of voiced and unvoiced stops: /b, p/, /d, t/, 
/g, k/ (slashes indicate that the segments arc phonemes). Each voiced/unvoiced pair 
has the same DF matrix except for the DF [±voicej: fb! and /p/ have the same distinc­
tive feature matrix except that /b/ is [ +voice | and /p/ is ( -voice ]. Likewise, /d, t/and 
/g, k/  are distinguished by the same feature, the first member of each pair being [ 
♦voice ] and the second being [ -voice ], It is important to keep in mind that these 
DF’s are mental distinctions having no necessary connection to any aspect of the phy­
sical speech event, either the acoustic signal or the articulatory movements [Park77, 
Fost85] . That is, the perceptual distinction [±voice| is not tied in any necessary way 
to the presence or absence of vocal cord vibration.
At the systematic phonetic level, which is a second mental level, we can predict 
more precisely the phonological character of a stop segment. For instance, when /pf 
occurs in initial position in a stressed syllable immediately before the vowel, it is 
always realized as aspirated p : fph], (Square brackets indicate that the relevant level 
is the systematic phonetic level, or, in other words, that the segment is an allophone, 
or variant of the phoneme). An unaspirated p in that position will be judged odd by a 
native speaker of English. The relation between /p/ and [ph ] may be expressed by the 
following rule [Fost85] :
-continuant
—voice -+ (-(-aspirated] /# V'
(A voiceless stop is aspirated in syllable initial position before a stressed vowel).
Remember that the systematic phonetic level is a mental level. [ ph ], then, is cued by
certain physical acoustic signals, for instance, a delay in voice onset time (VOT), the
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start of vocal cord vibration. However, delayed VOT is not invariably associated with 
[ph], While the initial p in poker is [ph] at the systematic phonetic level, the initial p 
in potato is not aspirated, in spite of the fact that both words have a delay in VOT. 
Potato has stress on the second syllable, so it is the first t that fits the aspiration rule 
and is, consequently, aspirated. The p does not fit the rule and so is not aspirated. A 
delay in VOT, then, is not isomorphic with the feature [± aspiration].
5.3. The Scope of the Problem
If the Hopfield model is used, the information must be placed in a vector and the 
system must learn that vector. This could be done in three ways. If all the informa­
tion were to be placed on one vector, the system could search for the combination of 
levels on one vector. It has, however, already been mentioned that we cannot place all 
of the acoustic and phonological information in one vector, as the relationship is not 
one to one. One might consider placing the information on multiple vectors of a simi­
lar nature. However, the information is intrinsically linearly dependent and, therefore, 
is prone to create spurious states. Additionally, an overload would occur if too many 
information vectors are learned.
A better solution is to have the neural net learn only the acoustic cues. This is 
already successfully done in some models [Koho88]. The phonetic probe would then 
seek a solution in the neural net containing the cues. To augment the update decision 
structure, a set of rules may be placed in a controller to be used, if needed. The 
Hopfield model may be used for learning the acoustic cues, but it has no structure to 
contain the rule set. Without this, the system has no ability to control the variations in
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the mappings from the physical to the mental. On the other hand an asynchronous 
control structure can accomplish this task.
To clarify, consider the implications of vowel length (or, more precisely, the 
duration of periodic noise associated with the perception of vowels). It is generally 
agreed that the (±voice) distinction in word-final stop segments can be made even 
when the part of the acoustic stream that corresponds to the perceived final stop is not 
clearly identifiable in isolation as either voiced or unvoiced [Dene55, Raph72, 
Wals83, Wals84, Wals871 . When ending a word, both /d/ ( [+voice] ) and /t/ ( [- 
voice] ) may correspond to the same physical stimuli (see (Wals87] ). In such cases, 
whether the listener perceives /d/ or i\J is governed by the preceding vowel. There 
exists a controversy whether the critical cue is vowel length (VL) or manner of vowel 
termination (VT; i.e., the presence or absence of a falling FI (first formant) in the 
vowel [Wals84] ). Walsh and Parker [Wals83] claim the following: If the preceding 
vowel is of less than a critical duration (CD!), then the following stop will be per­
ceived as [-voice]:
VL < CD! —» [-voice]
If the preceding vowel is greater than a critical duration (CD2) (where CD2 > CD^
then the following stop will be perceived as [+voice]:
VL > CD2 —» [+voice]
Between those CD’s, length is not an accurate cue. Therefore, vowel length cannot be
the primary cue to final consonant voicing. Walsh and Parker claim that the primary 
cue to [±voice] is the manner of VT and that "vowel length as cue to [±voice] in post­
vocalic stops in English is (at best) redundant and (at worst) misleading" [Wals83] .
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They further claim that since VT is a cue even in very long or very short vowels, it 
should be considered the primary cue.
Walsh and Parker [Wals87] present results which indicate that in simulated 
speech subjects strongly prefer a [-voice] interpretation of the final stop regardless of 
the rate of decline of the FI transition when the VL is extremely short (100 ms). At 
the greatest VL’s they test, their results do not indicate a strong preference for a 
[♦voice] interpretation regardless of rate of decline of FI transition. Instead, a flat FI 
transition with a VL of 250 milliseconds (ms) results in near random interpretations. 
However, 250 ms is less than CD2 according to the results presented by Raphael 
[Raph72] . His results also show a high percentage of final consonants judged [- 
voice] when the preceding VL is 250 ms. However, when the preceding VL is 
slightly more than 300 ms, judgments were consistently [+voice]. Wc will assume, 
then, that the formulation presented in the Walsh and Parker’s earlier work [Wals83] 
is essentially correct with regard to the role of VL as a cue.
The use of a bicameral neural net relieves us of the necessity of determining 
which cue is primary in all cases. We can proceed on the assumption that no single 
cue can be considered primary in all instances. What is relevant here is that there are 
at least two features of the preceding vowel that can affect interpretation of the fol­
lowing consonant. Furthermore, they may affect interpretation differently. And, 
finally, each of them may be the primary cue under different circumstances. We wish 
to show that neural nets with bicameral natures due to the addition of asynchronous 
controllers can handle multiple (and possibly misleading) cues quite naturally while it 
would be difficult or impossible to do so using standard neural net models.
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5.4. The Neural Net Model
Assume that the asynchronous control of a neural net has learned the phonologi­
cal rules for our example. This means that it contains a stable points at [-voice] for a 
VL less than CDt and f+voice) for VL greater than CD2. In addition there are other 
cues for [±voice], most importantly manner of VT, if the vowel length falls between 
CDj and CD2. The physical correlates of the [+voice] or a (-voice] interpretation to 
which a speaker is normally exposed may be considered the prototypical cue. Thus 
each prototypical cue would create one stable point. Physical stimuli not fitting the 
prototype exactly must be resolved to one of the available stable points.
It is known that each of these VL’s, CD! and CD2, fixes the attraction basin, but 
if the probe is in the intermediate range then the system must not fix on the 
corresponding [±voice] on the basis of VL alone.
Using the asynchronous controller the system can consider particular conditions 
of the probe and, fix portions of the probe and still obtain a stable point. If the portion 
of information vector corresponding to VL is greater than the upper bound (CD2) the 
system should fix the portion of the probe (and solution) to the attractor for CD2 and 
[+voice]. Conversely, if the portion of the information vector corresponding to VL is 
less than the lower bound (CDj) the system should fix the portion of the probe (and 
solution) to the attractor for CD( and [-voice]. However, if VL is between CD! and 
CD2, the system should not fix any portion of the probe on the basis of vowel length 
information, though VL may still act as an attractor.
This can be interpreted as saying that as an attractor VL is at times a strong
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attractor and at other times not. Depending on its value, VL can serve to direct that 
the portion of the probe to a particular solution. For other values, the same portion of 
the probe is not fixed and the probe is allowed to stabilize freely in the neural net 
Without the asynchronous controller, the Hopfield model cannot handle the condi­
tional rules necessary for dealing with the variable importance of VL as an attractor.
5.4.1. Example
Digitalization of acoustic information is commonplace. To simplify the digitali­
zation it is assumed that the VL information is contained in the first four bits of an 
information vector and the VT information is contained in the last four bits. All - l ’s 
will represent a very short vowel, and + I’s will represent a very long vowel. All + l ’s 
will represent a very rapid FI decline for vowel termination, and all - l ’s will represent 
very slow FI decline. In addition assume that CD, = ( - l , - l . - L + l )  and CD2 = (-1 , 
+1, +1, +1). If VL is £ CD, the system should stabilize at [-voicej, and if VL is 5 
CD2, the system should stabilize at [+voicej. These will be combined to form proto­
types by placing the vowel length (VL) before the vowel termination (VT) to form 
V1VVT.
For this example the following learned memories are prototypes.
i\i is cued when VL/VT = ( - 1 , - 1 , - 1 ,  +1, + 1 ,-1 ,-1 ,  +1)
/d/ is cued when VL/VT = ( -1 , +1, +1, +L +L + L -1 .+ 1 )
These formulations may be considered prototypical cues: the physical correlates 
closest to what a particular speaker finds in speech to which he is normally exposed 
(or perhaps that to which he was exposed during the critical period of language
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acquisition). Notice that /t/ is cued by a fairly short VL and medium VT, whereas /d/ 
is cued by a fairly long VL and a fairly rapid VT. The neural net model would contain 
the following transition matrix.
0 0 0 -2  -2  0 2 -2
0 0 2  0 0 2 0  0
0 2 0  0  0 2 0  0
- 2  0 0 0 2 0 - 2  2
- 2  0 0 2 0 0 - 2  2
0 2 2  0 0 0 0  0
2 0 0 - 2  -2  0 0 -2
- 2  0 0 2 2 0 - 2  0
T =
Consider two different probes to observe how the system works to stabilize 
either one. Let a probe p = ( - 1 , - 1 ,+ 1 ,+ 1 ,+ 1 ,- 1 , - 1 , - 1  ). This probe has a 
medium VL and a slow VT. Notice that by applying p x T = p' the affective set is 
obtained as:
p = ( -1 -1 +1 +1 +1 -1 -1  -1  )
p '=  ( -1 +1 -1 +1 +1 +1 -1  +1 )
( - X X -  — x — x )
( 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 )
The x’s mark where p ' differs from p and those positions mark the affective set, in this 
instance (2,3,6,8). Position 2 was randomly selected, thus changing the second posi­
tion from -1 to +1. By applying the new probe ( p ' ) to the transition matrix T in the 
same manner ( p' x  T = p") the choices of 2,3 and 6 were obtained. Using position 6, 
the system updated to the stable point, which cues a /d/. The probe could have 
updated to cue a /t/ if the choice of neurons for each level had been 6-2-8 respectively. 
In other words, in this case, the stimulus did not definitively favor either a /d/ or a /(/
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interpretation. This is similar to the result in the phonological experiments, as neither 
VT or VL gave determinant clues.
Now, consider the probe p = ( -1 , -1 , -1 , -1 , +1, +1, -1 , — 1 ). Notice that the 
VL is very short and that the system therefore should stabilize at a f\j interpretation. 
By multiplying the probe with the transition matrix, the affective set obtained is 
(1,2,3,4,6,7,8). Unfortunately, if we update randomly (as the Hopfield model requires 
us to do) the very short VL is easily lost. For example, updating position 2 we obtain 
a choice from the next pass of (1,3,4,7,8). The system will stabilize at /d/ if in the fol­
lowing passes we chose 3,4 and 8 respectively.
Using the rules in the controller, positions 1 -4 should only be updated as a last 
resort because the controllers note that VL < CDj. Therefore, the set of choices is 
narrowed to (6,7,8). Using the Oracle method the system has determined that 6 and 8 
have a very high probability of leading to a learned memory ( 1.0 in this case ). Ran­
domly choosing from these two, the system updates 8 (6 works equally well). The 
new probe p' = ( -1 , -1 , — 1, — 1. +1, +1, -1 , +1 ) gives a choice of position 4 to update. 
By updating the fourth position, the system stabilizes, and additionally it stabilizes at 
the desired place p" = ( - 1 , - 1 , - 1 ,  +1, +1, + 1 ,-1 , +1 ), which corresponds with the 
prototype cue for /t/. This is necessary to meet with the results of the phonological 
tests.
5.5. Conclusions
The use of a bicameral neural net model allows us to handle the essential non­
isomorphism between the physical acoustic signal and the phonological segments per­
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ceived by humans. The asynchronous model can handle not only multiple cues and 
contradictory ones, but also its asynchronous controller allows the use of conditional 
rules. This latter capability allows us to treat either VL or manner of VT as the pri­
mary cue to the [±voice] distinction in word-final stops depending on the cir­
cumstances. The ability to make use of various bits of acoustic information for a sin­
gle interpretation, to stabilize to an interpretation regardless of contradictory cues, and 
to vary the importance of cues, makes these bicameral neural nets valuable for the 
solution to problems in phonology caused by the non-isomorphic relationship between 
the acoustic signal and the perceived phonological segments. These abilities also sug­
gest directions to proceed in the pursuit of speech-recognition machines.
Chapter Six 
Conclusions
In the beginner's mind there ore many possibilities, but in the expert’s there are
a few.
Shunryu Suzuki 1905-1971
6.1. A Neural Network with Asynchronous Control
This dissertation presents a new approach to improve the performance of neural 
networks used as associative memory. This research was motivated by the fact that 
the cortex has hemispheric asymmetry, and the two halves of the brain appear to spe­
cialize in sequential and parallel tasks, respectively. The asynchronous controller pro­
posed in the dissertation performs global or spatial analysis similar to the spatial 
analysis by the right hemisphere. The introduction of the controller in a neural net­
work defines a powerful bicameral framework. The development of this controller is 
the most important contribution of this dissertation.
Several algorithms for running the asynchronous controller are presented. They 
include: naive Solutions, hidden bit method, the oracle method, the method of han­
dles, fixed point method, and the method of acquired information.
Naive Solutions is a method that disallows a neural network to stabilize at a solu­
tion that is too dissimilar to the probe. The method is based on defining a realm of 
similarity for a learned memory.
The Hidden Bit Method is a technique that alters the learned memories slightly 
to improve the overall retrieval. This technique eliminates the possibility of the sys-
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tern stabilizing at a point that represents the complement of a learned memory.
The Oracle Method uses a probabilistic approach to obtaining learned memories 
as stable points. This method analyses the learned memories and searches for statisti­
cal or structural markers in the data that may be exploited for the purpose of retrieval. 
The approach centers on particular probabilities of neurons that are obtained as update 
choices.
The Method of Handles allows the system to add orthogonal pieces of data dur­
ing the learning process. The addition of this data improves the performance of 
obtaining those particular elements in the retrieval process. This method is particu­
larly good at identifying and eliminating spurious states.
The Fixed Point Method exploits known entities in the data. It uses information 
about the data itself that is acquired from analysis of the learned memories such as 
clustering.
The Method of Acquired Information analyses the probes as they are updated in 
the system, searching each one for possible clues to assist in the update process.
The new bicameral model can solve many problems that previously could not be 
solved using conventional neural nets. These include problems that are based on con­
ditional rules, as in phonology.
6.2. Directions for Future Research
This dissertation should be considered as a first step in the development of truly 
bicameral neural structures. Before we might expect to approach an understanding of 
the capabilities of the bicameral brain and be able to design more powerful bicameral
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computers, further work is needed in several directions. Some of them arc listed 
below:
i. Neural networks with specialized internal structure such as limited diameter and 
neighbor correlation,
ii. Neural networks with nonclassical synaptic transmission,
lii. Neural networks with hierarchical control,
v. Neural network analysis using indexed information, and
vi. Topological problems of neural networks with fixed elements.
Specialized Structures
Biological neurons are much more complex than the current models in neural 
computing. Furthermore biological neural assemblies have considerable structure as 
well as bounded connectivity. A controller may help to implement some of these con­
ditions of limited diameter and neighbor correlation that appear to be a pan of animal 
neural nets.
For example, the mammalian neocortex consists of two sheets of neurons, each 
sheet consisting of four to six layers. The neuronal cells are stratified horizontally and 
dendrite and axonal branchings are stratified vertically. It appears that such a group­
ing is a significant component of the neural net structure. The structure of the neural 
net may well affect the utility for certain circumstances. Hubei and Wiesel [Hube62, 
Hube74] show that for the primary visual cortex of cats and monkeys, the cortical 
columns are highly correlated to function.
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This proximity of similarly oriented neurons points to some control structure that 
directs the learning process. The learning process developing in specific regions must 
again be controlled in some manner for retrieval.
Non-classical Synaptic Transmission
The synaptic transmission through peptides [Cric86] is of a nonclassical nature 
as peptides modulate the synaptic functions rather than activate them. The effect of 
peptides may be sustained for seconds or even minutes and their effect may be caused 
at points far removed from where they were created.
Nonclassical synaptic transmissions may lead to a model that more closely 
resembles the apparently chaotic workings of the human brain. It has been argued 
[Kak88] that the mind appears to go through chaotic states and that these states can be 
simulated with nonclassical synaptic functions. It seems evident that any system that 
truly resembles the mind will have some chaotic elements to its functioning and there­
fore will contain nonlinear synaptic transmissions.
A controller could both implement and control the amount of chaos in a neuronal 
system. A controlled chaotic behavior would define a random search that might 
improve recall.
Hierarchical Control
Since control adds significant improvement to the processing of information, 
then one may expect that additional controls would improve this processing even 
further. The utilization of conditional rules in large scale systems may well be feasi­
ble only with hierarchical control. To accomplish this one would determine a realm
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of application for a rule set using some correlation method. Then a conditional rule 
set for that subsystem might be applied.
Indexing
A scheme for indexing information in neural networks has been introduced in 
this work. The ability to index learned memories in a neural net may lead to the abil­
ity to test autonomous systems. The question of what an autonomous system has 
learned and in what order could be answered if indexing were available. The use of 
indexing for different applications needs to be investigated. This would require the 
framework for the design of neural network data bases that deal with indexed informa­
tion.
Topology
The topology of attraction basin of memories that have fixed elements needs to 
be considered in greater detail. It may be possible to develop a calculus that considers 
the movement of probes throughout the network, under the constraints of fixed ele­
ments. This particular area needs to be examined because fixed elements are not an 
inert component of the system, yet still influence the flow and direction of probes. 
Therefore, the interplay of components could potentially cause conflicts in the system 
that are not readily apparent.
In addition to these areas, the bicameral model of the dissertation will apply to 
such problems that involve a conditional rule base. This suggests that the model 
would be useful in the design of speech recognition systems.
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